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Abstract
Saturn’s moon, Titan, has surface conditions (89–94 K, 1.5-bar atmosphere) that permit lakes of
methane, ethane, and dissolved atmospheric nitrogen. The effects of atmospheric nitrogen on methane-ethane
liquid properties is poorly understood, leading to uncertainty in Titan modeling. I address this question by
experimentally investigating the physical properties of methane-ethane liquids under a 1.5-bar nitrogen
atmosphere in a simulated Titan environmental chamber.
Chapter 1 addresses nitrogen dissolution kinetics in Titan’s liquid hydrocarbons. I found an
exponential increase in nitrogen quantity and diffusion coefficients with increasing methane mol%. I find that
Titan’s liquids are likely not saturated in nitrogen, with dissolution alone. This would result in strong
disequilibria between liquid layers, creating lake dynamics (i.e. overturn).
Chapter 2 systematically investigates the conditions necessary for bubble formation under Titan
surface conditions. I found that liquid methane and ethane, along with temperature and concentration
perturbations, are necessary for bubble formation. Bubbles are likely prevalent in Titan’s lakes and influence
the formation of geologic features (i.e. deltas).
Chapter 3 investigates methane-ethane freezing points in equilibrium with a 1.5-bar nitrogen
atmosphere. I found that liquid ethane-alkane compositions of ~75–100 mol% will freeze above 89 K, and a
peritectic point is observed. Brightening events on Titan’s surface may indeed be ethane-rich hydrocarbon
ice, while bright features in the seas are likely not floating or suspended ice.
Chapter 4 couples Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) observations with
laboratory Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) to find that Cassini VIMS is sensitive to ethanealkane quantities of 5–75 mol%. Titan’s lakes are likely within this compositional range.
The results of this dissertation indicate that dissolved atmospheric nitrogen plays a significant role in
Titan’s liquid hydrocarbons. Small perturbations of temperature and concentration will cause explosive

bubble exsolution events, and nitrogen increases the likelihood of methane-ethane freezing on Titan’s surface.
Nitrogen will also cause changes in methane’s density, leading to lake dynamics, such as overturn,
stratification, and bubble formation. By comparing Cassini VIMS and RADAR measurements of Titan’s
liquid bodies, we can discern if the liquids are indeed stratified or well mixed.
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Introduction
1. Science Background
Saturn’s largest moon, Titan, was first discovered in 1655 by Dutch astronomer, Christiaan Huygens.
Three hundred years later (1944) Dutch astronomer, Gerard Kuiper, discovered Titan had an atmosphere,
with a methane component (Kuiper, 1944). Pioneer 11, in 1979, was the first spacecraft to observe Titan,
confirming Titan’s hazy atmosphere, temperature, and mass measurements calculated previously from Earth.
Voyager 1 and 2 were the next spacecraft to fly by Titan in 1980 and 1981, respectively (Fig. 1a). Voyager
found the main component of Titan’s atmosphere was nitrogen and detected the presence of organics. Due to
Titan’s photochemical haze, the Voyager spacecraft could not view Titan’s surface, and thus a global
hydrocarbon ocean (composed of primarily methane, ethane, or both) was hypothesized (Sagan & Dermott
1982; Lunine, et al., 1983; Lunine & Rizk, 1989). The Cassini-Huygens spacecraft, launched in 1997 and
arriving at the Saturnian system in 2004 (Fig. 1b), provided the first exploration of Titan’s surface. This
spacecraft had two components: the Cassini orbiter built by the National Aeronautics and Space Agency
(NASA), and the Huygens lander provided by the European Space Agency (ESA). On the second Titan flyby,
the Huygens lander was released to travel to Titan’s surface, capturing images and atmospheric data during

a

b

Figure 1. An image of Titan from the Voyager mission (a) and the Cassini Spacecraft (b). Photo credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute.
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decent (Owen, 2005). Since Titan’s surface was unknown, Huygens was capable of landing on both solid
surfaces and hydrocarbon liquids. The images collected by the lander were the first images of Titan’s surface
and revealed rounded water-ice cobbles – evidence of fluvial erosion (Fig. 2; Tomasko et al., 2005). This was
the first evidence of fluvial erosion in the outer solar system. The Cassini spacecraft observed Titan’s surface
during 127 flybys over 13 years, using instrumentation including, Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR)
(Elachi et al., 2004) the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) (Brown et al., 2004), and the
Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) (Porco et al., 2004). Scientists constrained Titan’s surface temperature (8994 K) and pressure (1.5-bar) (Fulgichoni et al., 2005; Jennings et al., 2009; Cottini et al., 2012), as
well as identified large surface features, such as hydrocarbon lakes and seas (Stofan et al., 2007), rivers (Owen,
2005), impact craters (Lorenz et al., 2007), and large equatorial
sand dunes (Lorenz et al., 2006). Additionally, they found
evidence of various surface organics (Niemann et al., 2005), and
an active hydrologic cycle (Turtle et al., 2009; 2011). The next
opportunity to explore Titan’s surface with a spacecraft will be the
2019 New Frontiers NASA selection, Dragonfly, a Titan
rotorcraft lander set to launch in 2026 and arrive on Titan in 2034.
Titan’s atmosphere is primarily nitrogen with ~5%
methane (CH4). The dissociation of methane and nitrogen (N2) in
the upper atmosphere creates byproducts, such as acetylene and
ethylene, with the most prevalent, ethane (C2H6) (Yung et al.,
Figure 2. Image of Titan’s 1984). These gas-phase products condense and coalesce into aerosol
surface from the Huygens probe.
Rounded cobbles, seen in the particles that comprise Titan’s haze layer (Hörst, 2017). Over time,
foreground, are evidence of
fluvial erosion (Tomasko et al., these organic aerosols deposit onto the surface. Since methane and
2005).
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ethane are the most prevalent hydrocarbons on
Titan’s surface, they are likely the main
components of Titan’s lakes and seas (Fig. 3),
however, the exact composition of these liquid
bodies is poorly constrained. Cassini RADAR
observations suggest variation in the methaneethane quantity, such as a methane-rich
northern hemisphere and more ethane-rich Figure 3. Cassini RADAR false color map of the
Titan north polar lake district. This image highlights
southern hemisphere (Mastrogiuseppe et al., liquid hydrocarbons (blue-black) and dry areas (tan)
and are overlaid with a geographic grid (black lines).
2016; 2018a; 2018b). These studies derived Photo credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/ASI/USGS.
methane-alkane compositions of 88, 100, 100, 63 mol% in Ligeia Mare, Punga Mare, Baffin Sinus and
Ontario Lacus, respectively (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b). Additionally, ethane has been
detected in Titan’s Ontario Lacus using Cassini VIMS, by ratioing the shoreline and lake spectra (Fig. 4;
Brown et al., 2008). The percentage of ethane to methane, however, cannot be determined by this method.
The difference in methane-ethane composition between hemispheres and the presence of greater filled lake
beds in the northern hemisphere compared to the southern hemisphere, points to either a seasonal transport of
methane between hemispheres (Aharonson et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2012), or Titan had a greater
quantity of liquid hydrocarbons in its past. Nevertheless, Titan’s liquid hydrocarbon compositions are
constantly evolving. Thus, experimental investigations studying methane-ethane mixtures must incorporate a
variety of compositions in their studies to mimic Titan surface liquids.
Along with methane and ethane, dissolved atmospheric nitrogen makes up a percentage of Titan’s
lakes and seas. Previous studies suggest nitrogen dissolution prefers liquid methane (Battino et al., 1984) and
dissolves exponentially with increasing methane abundance and lower temperatures (Malaska et al., 2017).
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Small perturbations of temperature and concentration will cause the quantity of dissolved nitrogen to change
drastically. This led authors to hypothesize that nitrogen may exsolve from the liquid as bubbles (Malaska et
al., 2017; Cordier et al., 2017; 2018). Without a proper experimental database, however, Titan models do not
accurately represent the quantity of atmospheric nitrogen in the liquids and therefore use a large range of
nitrogen compositions in their computations (0.4 – 22%) (Cordier et al., 2009; Glein and Shock, 2013; Tan et
al., 2013).
Additionally, Cassini observations suggest hydrocarbon ice may be possible on Titan. These
observations are a surface brightening event following rainfall (Turtle et al., 2011; Barnes et al., 2013), and
RADAR bright transient features, called “Magic Islands”, identified in two Titan lakes (Hofgartner et al.,
2014; Hofgartner et al., 2016). The methane-ethane binary phase diagram, however, suggests that only <5
mol% methane-alkane and ethane-alkane compositions can freeze above Titan’s lowest surface temperature,
89 K (Moran, 1959; Thompson, 2017). Moreover, nitrogen is known to act as an anti-freeze to liquid methane
(Omar et al., 1962), potentially making hydrocarbon ice even less common on Titan. This led authors to
hypothesize the possibility of transient ice produced by evaporatively cooling ponds on Titan’s surface (Turtle
et al., 2011; Barnes et al., 2013). Until now, however, no experimental studies have investigated the role of
dissolved nitrogen in the ternary methane-ethanenitrogen phase diagram.
Experimental investigations that aim to
understand the role of dissolved nitrogen in methaneethane mixtures, like the studies highlighted in this
dissertation, are of utmost importance because they will
further our understanding of the physical and
Figure 4. Shows the ratioed lake to shoreline
spectra. The 2-μm window absorption feature thermodynamic properties of Titan’s surface liquids.
indicates the presence of ethane in Ontario
Lacus (Brown et al., 2008).
4

2. General Methodology
2.1 Titan Environmental Chamber Description
All experiments were conducted in the Titan Surface Simulation Chamber (TSSC; Fig. 5) at the
University of Arkansas’ W.M. Keck Laboratory for Planetary Simulation (Wasiak et al., 2013). Here, ponds
(1-200 g) of methane-ethane mixtures are created and analyzed under a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere. The
atmospheric pressure remains constant and drives the thermodynamic and kinetic processes in our
experiments (and on Titan) because of the large atmospheric volume compared to the relatively small liquid
volume. This allows us to monitor liquid-atmosphere interactions nearly as to how they would proceed on
Titan’s surface.
a

b

Figure 5. Images of the Titan Surface Simulation Chamber (TSSC) open (a) and closed (b).
The TSSC is a Titan surface environmental chamber that simulates Titan relevant surface
temperatures (85–110 K) and pressure (1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere). The TSSC is a 2-m tall vertical cylinder
used primarily for pressure control and encases the Temperature Control Box (TCB; Fig. 6). The TCB is used
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for temperature control and is where the sample analysis occurs. Liquid nitrogen (flowing through coils
circling the TCB) and nitrogen gas (purity: >99.9%) are used for temperature and pressure, respectively. The
pressure is monitored via a Matheson pressure gauge and the 1.5-bar pressure is maintained by a Stra-val
pressure release valve. Methane and ethane gas samples (CP grade; 99.5% purity) are condensed into liquid
phase inside a condenser located in the TCB. All liquid nitrogen dewars and gas cylinders are purchased and
delivered through Airgas.
Liquid and solid samples are analyzed by mass change over time, temperature, visual, and a Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FT-IR; Fig 7). The sample dish (15 cm in diameter) lined with spectralon,
is suspended by three nylon strings from a Satorius Entris822 electronic balance. This balance is located above
the TCB and is housed inside an insulated container to ensure the electronics remain as warm as possible
(>220 K). It is accompanied by a heater, with the heat output controlled remotely by a Watlow controller.
Type-K thermocouples are found in
various locations inside the TCB
including, submerged in the liquid
sample, various locations in the
atmosphere,

and

inside

the

condenser, as well as inside the
balance box. The thermocouples are
connected to the computer via an
Omega Engineering 8-Channel USB
Thermocouple

Data

Acquisition

Figure 6. Cross-section of the Temperature Control Box Module. A CrazyFire endoscope
(TCB). This is the final destination of the sample and the
camera (USB) is located above
location of sample analysis (Farnsworth et al., 2019).
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the sample and uses CrazyFire © software for
viewing and collecting images (0-40 images
per experiment). Videos were recorded with the
screen capture software, Screencastify ©, and a
40-watt light bulb is used for illumination and
temperature control inside the TCB. Spectra are
sampled using a Thermo Fisher Scientific
Nicolet 6700 FT-IR Spectrometer with a Smart
Near-IR FiberPort Accessory (Fig. 7). The
fiberoptic probe, used for obtaining FTIR
spectral samples inside the chamber, is located
a few centimeters above the sample liquid, and is Figure 7. Thermo Fisher Scientific Nicolet 6700
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer with a Smart
positioned near NADAR for experiments Near-IR FiberPort Accessory.
conducted in Chapters 1–3 and off-set by ~10o for experiments conducted in Chapter 4 to avoid specular
reflections. Thermo Fisher Scientific OMNIC software is used to display and analyze sampled spectra. The
spectrometer has a TEC InGaAs detector, CaF2 beamsplitter, and a white light source, which allows a return
light sample range of 1.0–2.5 μm. Spectralon (a near perfect Lambertian reflector with a flat response over
our spectral range), lines the bottom of the sample dish for spectral analysis. A background spectrum is
acquired before each experiment (450 scans at a resolution of 0.964 or 1.928 cm-1) and 0–45 sample
spectra are collected per experiment (150–450 scans with a resolution of 0.964 or 1.928 cm-1).
2.2 Experimental Protocol
The duration of an individual experiment is limited by the liquid nitrogen supply (one, 180 L, 55 psi,
dewar, lasts 3–5 hours). Experiments begin with a twenty-minute nitrogen condenser and chamber purge (ten-
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minutes each), to flush the chamber of any contaminants. During the purges, the chamber is vented in tandem
with the addition of nitrogen gas (pumped in at 0.4
bar). After, liquid nitrogen is introduced to cool the
chamber to the desired temperature (~1 hour).
Sample gas (methane or ethane) is then introduced
to the condenser (5–45 seconds), where it condenses
into liquid phase (4–5 minutes). After, the liquid is
released from the condenser (i.e. “poured”; 30
seconds–8 minutes) onto the sample dish where
analysis begins (Fig. 8). In experiments associated Figure 8. Plan view of the inside of the
Temperature Control Box (TCB; Fig. 6) through
with chapters 1 and 2, the liquid passed through a a balance string hole in the TCB lid (while the
chamber is open). One can view the condenser
0.4–0.6 μm filter before reaching the sample dish. (black) and the sample dish (blue).
The filter was implemented for tandem experiments with another graduate student and was removed when
their project was momentarily postponed. Aside from the steps listed above, each project has a unique
experimental protocol. Specific details about each project can be found within the methods section of the
following chapters.
2.3 Experimental Datasets
2.3.1 Dataset Types
Mass vs. time plots (Fig. 9a) begin with an empty sample dish, accompanied with fluctuations due to
temperature change. Next, the plot shows a number of sharp increases in mass due to liquid sample “pours”,
followed by steady (ethane) or a slow decrease (methane or methane-rich mixtures) in mass. Temperature vs.
time plots (Fig. 9b) begin near room temperature (~300 K) before liquid nitrogen flow commences, plunging
the chamber to Titan-relevant temperatures (>84 K). When the liquid nitrogen dewar ceases flow (turned off
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or empty; ~6090 seconds in Fig. 6b),
a
the temperature decreases rapidly by
~1–2 K before steadily increasing.
Thermocouples are numbered based
on their position (i.e. channel
number) in the Omega Engineering
8-Channel

USB

Thermocouple

Data Acquisition Module. Channels
#1–3 are located around the
condenser

and

measure

the

b

atmosphere ~ 30 cm above the
liquid. In experiments conducted
n/a Channel 6

before November 2019, channel #4
measured the atmosphere near the
condenser, while the experiments
conducted after this date has #4 as a
secondary

liquid

temperature.

Channel #5 is located inside the
sample dish and is the most reliable Figure 9. Shows an example of a typical methane-ethanenitrogen experiment with mass vs. time (a) and temperature
liquid temperature thermocouple for vs. time (b) datasets.
all time periods (thick black line, Fig. 6b). Channel #6–8 are located inside the condenser (6 near the bottom
and 8 near the top). The thermocouple associated with channel 6 failed and was not replaced until November
2019. After this date, channel #6 was located in the atmosphere. The condenser has its own, smaller, liquid
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nitrogen coils and cools slower than the inside of the TCB. Its temperature profile is monitored to know the
appropriate time to introduce the sample gas, and to monitor the condenser activity. The temperature of the
condenser will increase when the warm sample gas is introduced (~1100s, 1900s, 2900s, Fig. 6b), and slowly
cool as the gas condenses into a liquid. Thus, the most important thermocouples are channel #5, 7, and 8
(black, green, and purple, respectively, Fig 6b). Mass and temperature data are recorded once per second using
LabView software. Images (Fig. 10), videos (MS1–S3), and FTIR spectra (Fig. 11) are recorded only when
necessary.

Figure 10. Examples of plan view images obtained during freezing point experiments. The top images
demonstrate a liquid (a) and solid (b) mixture with a composition of 88.6 mol% ethane-alkane ratio. The
bottom images highlight bubble formation during the onset of freezing in a liquid composition of 52.3 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio (c) and textured ice as freezing progresses (d). The images are a few centimeters across,
and color variations are from the camera (electronics exposed to Titan conditions), not changes in ice
formation. (Farnsworth et al., 2020)
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Figure 11. Experimental FTIR spectra (Farnsworth et al., in prep). The bottom spectrum is 100 mol%
methane and increases in ethane concentration as the figure progresses upwards. The black box
highlights the 2-μm ethane absorption feature.
2.3.2 Data Curation and Repository Information
Experimental datasets acquired for each chapter will be individually curated via ResearchGate
repository (open access) at the time of publication. Other experimental datasets collected under this NASA
CDAP grant (i.e. acquired but not published) are curated on the University of Arkansas server and are
provided upon reasonable request. Below are dataset citations for the published and submitted articles.
Chapter 2: Nitrogen Exsolution and Bubble Formation in Titan’s Lakes
Farnsworth et al., (2019). Nitrogen Exsolution and Bubble Formation in Titan's
Lakes_Experimental Data_Version 1.0. Arkansas Center for Space and Planetary Sciences.
ResearchGate. https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.18469.45289.
Chapter 3: Freezing Points of Methane-Ethane Mixtures in Equilibrium with a 1.5-bar Nitrogen Atmosphere:
Implications for Titan’s Surface Liquids
Farnsworth et al., 2020. Freezing points of methane-ethane mixtures in equilibrium with a 1.5-bar nitrogen
atmosphere: implications for Titan’s surface liquids_Experimental Data_Version 1.0. Arkansas
Center
for
Space
and
Planetary
Sciences.
ResearchGate.
https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.14849.61283.
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3 Dissertation Information
3.1 Objectives and Tasks
This dissertation incorporates four objectives with five subsequent tasks. These four objectives
correspond to the four chapters presented herein.
The overarching science questions are as follows:
•

What is the role of dissolved atmospheric nitrogen in liquid methane-ethane mixtures?

•

Does Cassini RADAR and VIMS agree on the ethane quantity detected in Titan’s lakes and seas?

Objective 1. Determine how quickly atmospheric nitrogen dissolves into methane-ethane mixtures. Are
Titan’s lakes saturated in nitrogen?
Task 1. Conduct laboratory experiments to determine the nitrogen quantity, evaporation rates, and
nitrogen diffusion coefficients of methane-ethane mixtures as a function of temperature. (Chapter 1)
Objective 2. Determine if nitrogen exsolution in the form of bubbles is possible under Titan surface
conditions.
Task 2. Conduct laboratory experiments to determine the conditions necessary for nitrogen bubble
production. (Chapter 2)
Objective 3. Determine if methane-ethane-nitrogen mixtures can freeze on Titan’s surface.
Task 3. Conduct laboratory experiments to develop a liquidous curve of methane-ethane mixtures in
equilibrium with a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere. (Chapter 3)
Objective 4. Determine the Cassini VIMS detection limit of liquid ethane.
Task 4. Obtain FTIR spectra of various compositions of liquid methane-ethane-nitrogen mixtures
from laboratory experiments.
Task 5. Couple laboratory FTIR spectra with Cassini VIMS observations to determine the Cassini
VIMS detection limit of ethane. (Chapter 4)
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3.2 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is divided into four chapters corresponding to four separate studies and four articles
in various stages of the publication process. Chapter 2 was accepted and published in Geophysical Research
Letters (GRL) in 2019, Chapter 3 is under review in Earth and Planetary Science Letters (EPSL), and
Chapters 1 & 4 are in preparation for submission (see the chapter publication status section for more
information). Each chapter includes specialized and detailed sections, including an abstract, introduction,
methods, results, discussion, implications for Titan, conclusions, and references. The section following the
chapters, titled dissertation conclusions and synthesis, combines the motivation for this study, the conclusions
of the four chapters, and discusses the dissertation’s relevance to Titan. The document concludes with an
appendix, which includes the primary author contribution statement signed by the coauthors of each chapter,
and the primary author curriculum vitae.
3.3 Primary Author Contribution
I certify that over 51% of the work presented in this document was completed by the primary author,
Kendra Farnsworth. More specifically, below is the contribution I deem credible for the work completed.
Missing percentages are awarded for intellectual contribution by coauthors listed within the provided chapters.
•

Chapter 1: 80%

•

Chapter 2: 85%

•

Chapter 3: 90%

•

Chapter 4: 80%
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Chapter 1
Dissolution Kinetics and Diffusion Coefficients
of Nitrogen into Liquid Hydrocarbons under Titan Surface Conditions
Kendra K. Farnsworth1, Vincent F. Chevrier1,
Ellen Czaplinski1, Adrienn Luspay-Kuti2, Jason M. Soderblom3
1

University of Arkansas, Center for Space and Planetary Sciences FELD 202, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR 72701.
2
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, 11100 Johns Hopkins Rd., Laurel, MD 20723.
3
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, 77
Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139.
Keywords: Titan, Titan lakes, Liquid hydrocarbons, Dissolution, Diffusion coefficient, Kinetics
Highlights:
•

Simulated methane-ethane liquid mixtures in a Titan surface environmental chamber.

•

Measured the quantity of dissolved nitrogen, evaporation rates, and nitrogen diffusion
coefficients.

•

Concludes that Titan’s liquids are likely not saturated in nitrogen.

•

Nitrogen induced lake circulation may be present on Titan.

Abstract
Titan has extreme surface temperatures (89–94 K), allowing methane-ethane dominated
lakes to be stable on its surface. Atmospheric nitrogen also plays a role in Titan’s lake composition
by dissolving into the liquid hydrocarbon (similar to nitrogen and carbon dioxide here on Earth).
The methane-ethane-nitrogen compositional ratio of Titan’s lakes have been the focus of previous
studies; however, the exact composition is still a current compelling issue. Here, we present an
experimental study aimed at measuring the nitrogen dissolution kinetics in methane-ethanenitrogen mixtures (70–100 mol% methane-alkane ratio) under Titan-relevant temperatures (84–
102 K) and pressure (1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere). We conducted the first experimental study that
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reports the nitrogen diffusion coefficients for methane-ethane-nitrogen mixtures as a function of
concentration and temperature. We find the nitrogen diffusion coefficient increases with increasing
temperature in 100 mol% methane and when ethane is included in the mixture. On Titan, we find
a diffusion coefficient of ~0.7–1.4×10-9 m2/s between the highest and lowest recorded
temperatures. Further, we concluded that Titan’s lakes and seas are likely not saturated in nitrogen,
given the nitrogen quantity and rate of diffusion. If the lakes are indeed out of equilibrium with
the atmosphere, we predict nitrogen induced convection may mix the liquid column and form
nitrogen bubbles. Additionally, we measured the solubility of nitrogen and evaporation rates for
methane-ethane-nitrogen mixtures under a wider range of temperatures and find our trends
generally agree with previous work. Understanding the dissolved nitrogen component in Titan’s
lakes will further our understanding of the physical properties of the liquid (i.e. viscosity, density,
freezing points), and help us further constrain Titan’s methane budget.
1. Introduction
Saturn’s largest moon, Titan, has a surface temperature of 89–94 K (Cottini et al., 2012;
Jennings et al., 2009) and a 1.5 bar atmosphere (Fulgichoni et al., 2005). It is the only body in our
solar system, other than Earth, with stable surface liquids (Owen, 2005; Stofan et al., 2007) and an
active hydrologic cycle (Turtle et al., 2009; 2011). Methane participates in Titan’s hydrologic cycle,
where it evaporates, condenses, and rains onto Titan’s surface. Gaseous nitrogen (N2) and methane
(CH4) interact with photons in Titan’s upper atmosphere to produce complex organic chemistry
(Hörst, 2017). Ethane (C2H6), the most abundant byproduct of methane photolysis (Yung et al.,
1984), eventually falls to the surface, where both methane and ethane collect in stable lakes and
seas.
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In the 1980s, scientist hypothesized the presence of a global ethane or methane-ethane
ocean on Titan’s surface (Sagan & Dermott 1982; Lunine, et al., 1983; Lunine & Rizk, 1989). The
Cassini-Huygens spacecraft refuted this hypothesis by providing the first observations of Titan’s
surface revealing lakes and seas, instead (Owen, 2005; Stofan et al., 2007). Since then, understanding
Titan’s methane-alkane liquid composition [CH4 (moles) / (CH4 (moles) + C2H6 (moles))] has been
the focus of various studies. Many of these works proposed methane-rich lakes and seas (Cordier
et al., 2009, 2012; Glein and Shock, 2013; Tan et al., 2013; Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2014). Similarly,
Mastrogiuseppe et al. (2016; 2018a; 2018b) calculated the composition of four Titan liquid bodies
(Ligeia Mare, Punga Mare, Baffin Sinus, and Ontario Lacus) with a methane-alkane mol% ratio
of 88, 100, 100, 63, respectively. Brown et al. (2008) detected liquid ethane in Ontario Lacus,
while Moriconi et al. (2010) suggests ethane was detected in the evaporite ring surrounding the
lake, instead. Additionally, Titan models have used methane and ethane liquid compositions with
a wide range of variability (6–68.4 % and 8.3–79%, respectively; [Cordier et al., 2012; Glein and
Shock, 2013; and Tan et al., 2013]). Therefore, the exact composition of Titan’s liquids is a current
compelling issue and the subject of intriguing scientific investigation.
Further, Titan’s liquid methane-alkane composition may change over time. The Cassini
spacecraft visited Titan during its northern hemisphere winter and observed an abundance of dry
lake beds in the southern hemisphere and a greater quantity of full lake beds in the northern
hemisphere. One hypothesis is a seasonal transport of methane between the polar regions
(Aharonson et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2012). During this transport, methane evaporates from
the summer hemisphere and rains out in the winter hemisphere filling dry lake beds and ethanerich lakes. This hypothesis is supported by north polar region, methane-rich, Ligeia Mare
(Mastrogiuseeppe et al., 2014) and south polar region, ethane-rich, Ontario Lacus (Aharonson et
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al., 2009; Luspay-Kuti et al., 2015; Mastrogiuseeppe et al., 2018a). Likewise, it is also possible
that these dry lakes are an indicator of a greater methane abundance in Titan’s recent history.
As the methane component of the liquid changes, the dissolved atmospheric nitrogen will
also vary (Battino et al., 1984). The same models mentioned previously (Cordier et al., 2012; Glein
and Shock, 2013; and Tan et al., 2013), predicted nitrogen dissolution in methane-alkane mixtures
with equally high variability: 0.4–22%. However, the quantity of nitrogen that dissolves into Titanrelative mixtures and conditions have only recently been explored. Malaska et al. (2017) calculated
the nitrogen concentration in methane-alkane mixtures by assuming an ideal mixture and
experimentally measuring the change in pressure above the liquid. Steckloff et al. (2020) created
TITANPOOL using the REFPROP database to model the nitrogen dissolved into methane-alkane
mixtures at various temperatures. Both studies found an exponential increase of nitrogen solubility
with increasing methane-alkane ratio, as well as with decreasing temperature. Steckloff et al.
(2020), however, finds that methane-ethane-nitrogen mixtures significantly deviate from an ideal
mixture at compositions >50 mol% methane-alkane ratio that are <86 K. Furthermore, they find
~2x the amount of dissolved nitrogen in methane-alkane mixtures than Malaska et al. (2017).
However, no experimental studies have explored nitrogen dissolution kinetics in methanealkane mixtures under Titan-relevant conditions. Understanding the nitrogen dissolution kinetics
will allow us to estimate the percentage of nitrogen saturation in Titan’s surface liquids, which
will impact Titan’s total methane budget calculation. Moreover, it will improve Titan lake and
climate modeling, and further our understanding of Titan lake dynamics, processes, and physical
properties, such as lake geology, overturn, nitrogen bubble formation, and density and viscosity
measurements.
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2. Methods
2.1 Experimental Protocol
The experiments were conducted in the University of Arkansas’ Titan surface simulation
chamber (Wasiak et al., 2013), where ponds of methane and ethane are created and analyzed under
Titan-relevant surface conditions (1.5-bar, 83–102 K). Titan surface P,T conditions are maintained
via nitrogen gas and liquid nitrogen, respectively. Due to the temperature limit of the coolant
(liquid nitrogen), our experiments have an experimental threshold of ~83 K.
The

Outer

Pressure

Chamber (OPC) is a 2-m tall
vertical cylinder that controls
and maintains a constant 1.5 bar
atmosphere
electronic

and

houses

balance

and

the
the

Temperature Control Box (TCB,
Fig. 1). The TCB is encircled by
liquid nitrogen coils and incases
the condenser and sample dish.
The sample dish is located under
Figure 1. Cross section of the Temperature Control Box
the condenser and is suspended (TCB) located inside the outer pressurized chamber
(Farnsworth et al., 2019).
by three nylon strings from the
electronic balance. This is the final destination of the liquid sample and is where analysis occurs.
Experiments begin with two, 10-minute, purges that vent the chamber in tandem with
pumping in 0.4 bar of nitrogen gas, to flush the chamber and condenser of any contaminant gases
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(Singh et al., 2017). Next, liquid nitrogen flow begins and decreases the chamber to Titan-relevant
temperatures. When the chamber temperature drops below 175 K, ethane is introduced into the
condenser. After 4–5 minutes, a solenoid valve is opened and ethane is “poured” from the
condenser to the sample dish, passing through a 0.4–0.6 µm filter. Next, methane is added in the
same manner, once the temperature reaches ~90 K. Once both liquids are in the sample dish, the
chamber temperature is decreased and maintained at the desired experimental temperature (within
2 K). Ethane is introduced to the sample dish first and at warmer temperatures, because ethane is
not volatile, unlike methane, and does not evaporate over the course of our experiments (1–3 hours,
Fig. 2A) at these temperatures. The sample liquid is exposed to the nitrogen atmosphere once it is
released from the condenser. The variation in mass over time of the liquid sample is recorded by
the balance, and the temperature is recorded via a type-K thermocouple submerged in the liquid.
Labview software collects the mass and temperature outputs, every second.
2.2 Data Processing and Analysis
Mass data recorded during the experiments, must be processed prior to analysis. We correct
for the balance drift by correcting the dataset to the slope of the empty balance from the time of
the first ethane pour to 500–1000 seconds prior (as preformed in Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012; 2015).
The end of the sample pour (identified visually, Fig. 2) is then set to zero. The resulting mass vs.
time plot is entered into Originlab Software, where it is fit to the diffusion into a semi-infinite
medium equation (Eq.1 – described in section 3.2). The unknowns in the equation (nitrogen
concentration, evaporation rate, and diffusion coefficient) are given by the fitting equation
described in section 3. Methane-alkane mole fraction is derived from the liquid mass and is
represented by, CH4 (moles) / (CH4 (moles) + C2H6 (moles)).
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2.3 Experimental Uncertainty Discussion
2.3.1 Thermocouple Calibration and Uncertainty
We calibrated our liquid thermocouple to the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77.34 K) as
the lower temperature calibration point, and the freezing point of ethane (90.34 K) as an upper
temperature calibration point (Kroenlein, 2020). Nitrogen and ethane were chosen as calibration
points because of their close proximity to the target temperature reached in this study, and
feasibility of testing. The uncertainty in the thermocouple, 0.02 K, is derived from the standard
deviation of the temperature readings when dipped in liquid nitrogen (3x for 30 seconds). The
recorded experimental temperature is an average over the experiment, with a resulting error of
1.4 K.
2.3.2 Nitrogen Solubility and Compositional Ratio
There are various factors that contribute to the total uncertainty in the methane-alkane ratio
and nitrogen solubility. We do not measure nitrogen dissolution in mixtures <70 mol% methanealkane ratio, due to the resolution of our experimental methods. Additionally, liquid ethane
remains in the sample dish for 5–30 minutes before the addition of methane. Therefore, it is likely
that liquid ethane is saturated in nitrogen before nitrogen dissolution is measured. We find the
resolution of our mass vs time plots contribute to an uncertainty in the saturated nitrogen
component of ~3 mol%, which is insignificant given the error from the fitting function.
Additional uncertainty is derived from the random error on the balance and the unknown
quantity of nitrogen dissolved during the liquid sample pour (~4 minutes). The liquid is introduced
to the nitrogen atmosphere after being released from the condenser, where the liquid flows through
a filter before dripping onto the sample dish from above. We record the liquid mass after the
entirety of each liquid component has reached the sample dish and thus report and upper limit of
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the mass of the liquid. The uncertainty from the recorded weight (0.02 g) propagates through to an
error in our ethane-alkane ratio of <0.02 mol%. To understand the uncertainty of nitrogen
dissolution during the sample pour, we assess the time required for nitrogen saturation in liquid
ethane from Malaska et al. (2017) and liquid methane from this study, estimating 5 and 20 minutes,
respectively. However, the bulk sample liquid is, on average, only exposed to nitrogen for half of
the pour time (i.e. 2.5 minutes). We can then estimate the quantity of dissolved nitrogen originally
erroneously measured as a fraction of the sample weight at the end of the liquid pour, by applying
this timeframe, assuming nitrogen saturation is 3 mol% and 20 mol% for methane and ethane at
~90 K respectively, and assuming nitrogen dissolution is linear. We find that ≤5% of the total
liquid moles would be dissolved nitrogen, leading to an error in our methane-alkane ratio of ±0.01–
0.5 mol%. To account for the uncertainty in nitrogen dissolution during the transport to the sample
dish (freefall in the atmosphere), we double our uncertainty, leading to an uncertainty of 0.02–1.0
mol%. This error is recorded for each experiment in Table 1.
Density changes due to nitrogen dissolution will affect the liquid depth measurement.
Incorporating density variations, however, will require a dynamic model that is beyond the scope
of this paper. Density changes due to nitrogen dissolution at Titan temperatures is relatively low
(<100 kg/m3; [Steckloff et al., 2020]) which only affects the liquid depth by ~10%. At cooler
temperatures (near the limit of the chamber), may have greater density changes, leading to higher
uncertainty.
3. Experimental Results and Data Analysis
3.1 Experimental Mass vs Time Plots
An overview of the mass vs. time plots can be found in Fig. 2, while an experimental
overview is provided in Table 1. This study focuses on the mass vs. time plot which displays three
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key regions: a sharp increase, plateau, and a slow decrease (Fig. 3). The original sharp increase in
mass is due to the sample liquid pour. However, we find that in cooler and more methane-rich
compositions, the mass continues to increase after the liquid pour has concluded (Fig. 3 and 4).
This is due to larger quantities of nitrogen dissolving relatively quickly into the liquid. As the
nitrogen dissolution slows, it balances the rate of evaporation, creating a plateau in the mass plot.
Finally, nitrogen dissolution concludes, while the liquid continues to evaporate, thus reaching a
steady-state mass loss (Fig. 3).

Table 1: Experimental Overview

* Data points are identified as outliers and are excluded from the results and discussion figures.
See discussion section 3.2.3 for more information.
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Figure 2. Experimental mass vs. time plots illustrate how nitrogen dissolution changes the mass
measurement over various methane concentrations (A–D) and temperatures (E–H). Sharp
increases in mass are various methane and ethane pours (see Fig. 3). The final plateau and decrease
in mass is the measured value expressed in the results (see Fig. 5).

Figure 3. Raw experimental mass vs. time plot highlighting the

three regions observed during our
dissolution experiments. The initial sample pour is where methane or ethane is introduced to the
sample dish. The plateau region occurs due to nitrogen dissolution and methane evaporation
cancelling each other out. Once nitrogen dissolution has concluded, the evaporation region occurs.
Ethane-rich compositions (<70 mol% methane-alkane ratio) exhibit a prolonged plateau
region, while experiments with temperatures >100 K lack a measurable plateau region,
respectively (Fig. 2, 3), suggesting that there is not enough dissolved nitrogen for accurate
measurement at the resolution of our experiments (<3 mol% nitrogen). Thus, we focus our study
on compositions between 70–100 mol% methane-alkane ratio (Titan’s northern latitude lakes and
seas range of composition) and Titan-relevant temperatures (83–100 K).
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We find after the conclusion of the sample pour, that cooler, methane-rich, liquids display
a larger increase in mass and a curved transition between the pour and plateau region (Fig. 2).
Ethane-rich liquids and warmer temperatures, however, do not have an increase in mass after the
pour, have a sharper transition between the pour and plateau region, and possess a longer or
indefinite (for the duration of our experiment) plateau regions (Fig. 2). We observe an increase in
the evaporation rate by warmer, methane-rich liquids.
3.2 Dissolution Kinetics Model
The solubility is the capacity of the solute (nitrogen gas) to dissolve into the solvent
(methane-ethane liquid). The saturation solubility (Co) is the maximum quantity of solute capable
of dissolving into the solvent. Dissolution is the kinetic process of a solute dissolving into a solvent
and is a two-step process: through the gas-liquid boundary layer and through the liquid column.
Diffusion is the process by which matter is transported from one part of a system to another as a
result of random molecular motions. The rate of dissolution is dependent on the physical and
chemical properties of the molecules and is directly related to the surface area of the transition
layer, the solubility, and the diffusion coefficient (D). Fick’s law of diffusion describes the flow of
molecules from an area of high concentration to low concentration. Since our experiments include
both liquid methane and ethane in large mole fractions, our experiments are considered multicomponent diffusion and thus we use the mass flux of the total liquid to calculate the diffusion
coefficient dependency on composition and temperature. We begin with Fick’s Law of diffusion
and the classic solution for the concentration in a semi finite medium equation (Eq. 1)
𝐶 (𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑜 · [1 − 𝑒𝑟𝑓 (

𝑧
2√𝐷𝑡

)]

(𝐸𝑞. 1)

where, z is the liquid sample depth (m), t is the time (s), D is the diffusion coefficient (m2/s), erf is
the error function, and
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𝐶𝑜 =

𝑚𝑁2
∗ 𝜌𝑇
𝑚𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 + 𝑚𝑁2

(𝐸𝑞. 2)

where, Co is the nitrogen saturation concentration (g/m 3), mN2 is the mass of dissolved nitrogen
(g), mLiquid is the mass of the sample liquid (g), and ρT is the total liquid density (kg/m3). We then
integrate equation 1 to obtain the nitrogen mass at depth z as a function of time (Eq.3)
𝑚(𝑡) = 𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝑜 · [𝑧 · 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 (

𝑧2
2√𝐷𝑡
−
4𝐷𝑡
)+(
) (1 − 𝑒
)] − 𝑆 ∙ 𝑡
2√𝐷𝑡
√𝜋

𝑧

(𝐸𝑞. 3)

where, A is the surface area of liquid sample (m 2), m(t) is the change in sample mass (g) over time
(s), and erfc is equal to 1-erf. Equation (3) is also modified to include the evaporation of the liquid
(S) (g/s) which is derived over the entire m(t).
When using Eq. 3 as a fitting function (Fig. 4), the constants include A, z, and (ρT). The
experimental mass vs. time plot is the input dataset, m(t), while the surface area, A, of the liquid
sample is equal to the area of the sample dish (0.0169 m 2). Because of limitations in the
experimental

set

up, we

cannot

measure the liquid depth or liquid
density in situ during the experiments.
Thus, we assume an ideal mixture and
use the recorded mass of the sample,
density of methane (439 kg/m3) and
ethane (652 kg/m3), and the sample
surface area to calculate the liquid
sample depth (z) for each experiment. Similarly, Figure 4. Mass vs. time plot from experiment
3. Black data points represent the
we use the density and mass of methane and ethane experimental data, while the red curve is the
best-fit approximation of Eq.3. The plot
to calculate the total liquid density (ρT). We assume begins at the end of the final pour.
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the liquid sample depth, total density, and evaporation rate, remain constant over the duration of
our experiments (1–2 hours). Limitations to the model are further discussed in section 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Evaporation Rates and Nitrogen Dissolution
We find the evaporation rate increases linearly from 4.0×10 -5 kg·m-2·s-1 to
1.4×10-3 kg·m-2·s-1 for methane mole fraction ranging from 0.7 to 1.0, respectively, at Titan
relevant temperature and pressure (Fig. 5A). With 100 mol% methane, there is a linear increase
with a smaller slope from 4.0×10-5 kg·m-2·s-1 to 2.6×10-4 kg·m-2·s-1 from 83 to 102 K (Fig. 5B).
We find that the solubility of nitrogen remains relatively low (<5×10 4 g/m3) below ~0.9
methane-alkane mol fraction before increasing exponentially to ~1.5×105 g/m3 at 1 methanealkane mol fraction (Fig. 5C). In methane-ethane mixtures, we do not observe a notable correlation
with nitrogen solubility and temperature. Alternatively, we find a strong correlation with
temperature in 100 mol% methane. The nitrogen solubility starts at less than 1.0×10-5 g/m3 at 100
K and increases fivefold by 84 K.
3.2.2 Diffusion Coefficients
We find the diffusion coefficient correlates linearly with temperature (Fig. 5f). In 100%
methane, the diffusion coefficient of nitrogen is <1.5×10-11 at 85 K and increases to 1.6×10-9 m2/s
at 95 K. Experiments with temperatures >95 K did not produce accurate measurements of the
diffusion coefficient (see discussion section 5.2).
Secondly, we do not find a good correlation with ethane concentration in methane (Fig.
5e). However, if we average the 100% methane data and exclude the three values above 5.0×10 -9
m2/s at ~95 mol% methane-alkane ratio (3x higher than the surrounding values), then we find the
diffusion coefficient to slightly increase with increasing ethane concentration. Nevertheless, all the
methane-ethane mixture diffusion coefficient values fall within the same order of magnitude,
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Figure 5. Illustrate the experimental results from the evaporation rates (A, B), nitrogen
concentration (C, D), and diffusion coefficients (E, F). Column 1 shows the relationship between
the methane-alkane concentration and the various parameters, while column two shows these
parameters with 100% methane over Titan-relevant temperatures. The spread at 1 mole fraction
(C, D) correlates to experiments at various temperatures in 100% methane (shown on the right).
Alternatively, (A) plots an average value for 1 mole fraction. Error discussion is included in section
2.3.
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10-9 m2/s. Thus, nitrogen will dissolve faster into warmer liquids with a composition including
liquid ethane.
3.2.3 Model Limitations and Outlier Discussion
The limitations of the fitting model include assuming a constant liquid depth, density, and
evaporation rate, as well as neglecting interdiffusion and other gas-liquid interface processes.
Nitrogen dissolution will increase the density of the liquid methane and in turn increase the
thickness of the liquid layer (z). Alternatively, evaporating methane will result in the opposite
effect. For example, if we assume a 50 kg/m 3 density change (the difference between liquid
methane with and without dissolved nitrogen near Titan temperatures; [Steckloff et al., 2020]), we
calculate a difference in liquid thickness of only ~5%. Since nitrogen dissolution prefers cooler
temperatures and higher methane content, this category is the most affected by the constant density
and liquid depth assumptions, which is noted in the larger error at cooler temperatures.
Additionally, nitrogen-nitrogen interdiffusion and other liquid-atmosphere interface processes (i.e.
adsorption of nitrogen [Kumar & Chevrier, 2019]) are not incorporated into the model. These
minor processes are not considered because they are sufficiently trivial compared to nitrogen
dissolution, which is the dominate kinetic process.
Experimental factors also contribute to the increased error and observed scatter in the
experimental results. These factors include, but are not limited to, noisy mass data, temperature
fluctuations during the experiment, and lack of a significant plateau region for diffusion and
solubility of nitrogen. The experimental factors and limitations to the fitting model will
collectively contribute to the quality of the overall fit. However, the parameters investigated in this
study (evaporation rate, nitrogen quantity, and the diffusion coefficient), are measured in three
different trends in the mass vs. time plot. Thus, the parameters are not integrated and are
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individually measured. The fitting function can fit part of the plot flawlessly, while fitting other
sections poorly. This can lead to outliers and/or significantly large error in one or more parameters,
while still supplying a valuable output for another parameter. The error corresponding to the
nitrogen dissolution quantity, evaporation rate, and diffusion coefficients are derived from the
quality of fit in each section of the experimental data. The outlier values are specified in Table 1
and are excluded from the figures. Overall, however, we find the model fits our experimental data
well (average R2=0.90), thus we find the above assumptions to be reasonable.
4. Discussion
4.1 Evaporation Rates
We observe an increasing evaporation rate with methane-alkane mol fraction (0.7–1) and
increasing temperature (84–102 K) in 100 mol% methane (Fig. 5a, b). Our experimental rates from
0.7 –0.97 methane-alkane mol fraction and in 100 mol% methane from 83–101 K correspond to
0.3–1.2 ± 0.04 mm/hr and 0.3–2.1 ± 0.07 mm/hr, respectively. To relate the evaporation rate
derived here on Earth to how evaporation would proceed on Titan, the buoyancy of methane in the
nitrogen atmosphere must be considered. This buoyancy-driven evaporation occurs due to the
molecular weight of methane (16 g/mol) and nitrogen (28 g/mol) and is estimated by the mass flux
equation provided by Ingersoll (1970). Since the diffusion coefficient, kinematic viscosity of
methane, and the density of the liquid and atmosphere will not change between the experimental
measured value and Titan, these variables will cancel. Thus, we are left with the difference in
gravity between Earth and Titan (Titan’s gravity is ~15% Earth’s gravity). By using the resulting
1

equation, [(𝑔𝑇 ⁄𝑔𝐸 )3 = 0.517] (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012), we can correct our experimental
evaporation rate for Earth’s gravity. On Titan, we find an evaporation rate of 0.15–0.60 ± 0.02
mm/hr for 0.7 –0.97 methane-alkane mol fraction, and 0.15–1.10 ± 0.03 mm/hr for 100 mol%
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methane between 83 and 101 K. Titan temperatures (89–94 K), we find an evaporation rate of
0.50–0.75 ± 0.06 mm/hr in 100 mol% methane. See Table 1 for Titan gravity corrected evaporation
rates for each experiment.
Previous studies conducted in our facility have measured the evaporation rates of methanealkane mixtures (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2015), and at 94.1 K in 100 mol% methane (Luspay-Kuti et
al., 2012). When comparing the evaporation rate dependence on methane-alkane ratio, we find that
our experimental evaporation rate is in the same order of magnitude, but absolute values are lower
by a factor of 2 (Fig. 6a). Similarly, Luspay-Kuti et al. (2012) reported the evaporation rate of 100
mol% methane at 94.1 K and found a value to be ~2x the absolute value of our study (Fig. 6b).
Even though the experimental values differ, the Titan gravity corrected values at ~94 K are within
error (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012: 1.6 ± 0.6×10-6 kg/m2/s or 1.13 ± 0.3 mm/hr; This study: 9.2 ± 1.0
×10-5 kg·m-3·s-1 or 0.76 ± 0.08 mm/hr). The studies conducted by Luspay-Kuti et al. (2012; 2015),
measured the evaporation rates on the “steady-state” portion of the mass vs. time plot, which is
located near the end of mass vs time plot. This study, however, derives the evaporation rate over
the entire mass vs. time plot and superimposes two equations into one model (diffusion kinetics
and evaporation rate). Also, methane humidity will increase above the liquid layer as the
experiment progresses, slowing evaporation. Thus, the absolute difference may be due to a higher
concentration of methane vapor above the sample in this study. Additionally, our mixture trends
are nearly identical (i.e. the best fit linear slopes are almost identical: 2.25×10 -4 kg/s for our study
versus 2.29×10-4 kg/s). This indicates the chemical effect of ethane is identical.
Nevertheless, both study results fall in the lower end member of the predicted range
required for the formation of fluvial features on Titan (0.5–15 mm/hr [Perron et al., 2006]), and
within the upper end member of the estimated evaporation rate of methane (5.94×10 -4–1.26 mm/hr
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[McKay et al., 1991; Mitri et al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2008; Tokano et al., 2009; Williams et al.,
2012]) and methane-alkane mixtures on Titan (7.88×10-4–0.114 mm/hr [Mitri et al., 2007; Hayes
et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2012]) based on various modeling studies.

Figure 6. Comparison of the evaporation rates in this study to Luspay-Kuti et al. (2012; 2015) as
a function of methane-alkane ratio (A) and liquid methane temperature (B). The evaporation rates
found in this study are half of the absolute value of Luspay-Kuti et al. (2012; 2015), however, the
liquid mixture trends are nearly identical. This discrepancy is likely due to the location of the
evaporation rate measurement on mass vs. time experimental dataset (further discussion in section
5.1.1). Error discussion is included in section 2.3.
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4.2 Nitrogen Dissolution
After converting our nitrogen concentration to mole fraction, we can compare our results
with previous laboratory studies. We find that our nitrogen solubility trends generally agree with
these studies that found an exponential increase with increasing methane-alkane concentration
(Gabis et al., 1991; Malaska et al., 2017) and decreasing temperatures (Malaska et al., 2017). Our
raw experimental values, however, demonstrate a larger gradient between 100 mol% methane and
methane-ethane mixtures, as well as with changing temperature.
When comparing nitrogen solubility as a function of methane-alkane ratio (Fig. 7a), we
find that Gabis et al. (1991) and Malaska et al. (2017) overestimate the dissolved nitrogen
component at 70 mol% methane-alkane ratio by 3x and 7x, respectively. By 95 mol% methanealkane ratio, these studies overestimate the dissolved nitrogen by 1.5x and 2.5x, respectively. At
100 mol% methane (at an average temperature of 90.4), our nitrogen dissolution increases by 2.5fold, falling within a similar range as Malaska et al, (2017) at 91 K, while Gabis et al. (1991) under
predicts the dissolved nitrogen by ~2 fold. Our study and Gabis et al. (1991) exhibit a large gradient
in the dissolved nitrogen component between methane-ethane mixtures and 100 mol% methane.
When comparing nitrogen dissolution in pure methane as a function of temperature (Fig 7b), we
find Malaska et al. (2017) overestimates the nitrogen component at 100 K by ~5 mol%. As the
temperature cools, the delta of nitrogen solubility between the two studies lessens until 84 K where
this study surpasses Malaska et al. (2017). At Titan surface temperatures (89–94 K), the delta of
nitrogen solubility between this study and Malaska et al. (2017), is ~4–5 mol%. The predicted
values calculated using the Hildebrand equation at 91 K (described in Hibbard & Evans, 1968,
calculated by Malaska et al., 2017) overestimates the dissolved nitrogen by 2–3x. We observe that
Hibbard & Evans, (1968) has a more similar exponential slope to our study compared to the slope
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of Malaska et al. (2017) (0.114, 0.147, 0.088 nitrogen mol%/K, respectively).
Interestingly, we observe a plateau of nitrogen dissolution between 84–89 K near 30 mol%
nitrogen, which is also observed in Malaska et al. (2017) experimental values in a similar range
(83–87 K near 30 mol%) (Fig. 7c). We find a polynomial fit to the 100 mol% methane datasets
result in a higher R2 value than an exponential fit. Alternatively, a modeling study by Steckloff et
al. (2020), calculates a doubling of dissolved nitrogen from 89–84 K (~30–60 mol% nitrogen).
Thus, near 89 K, there may be a thermodynamic process preventing additional nitrogen dissolution
over the timescales of our experiments. Alternatively, the experimental liquids may not be fully
saturated in nitrogen in this temperature range. Nitrogen dissolution in our experiments at
temperatures below 85 K frequently exceeded the liquid nitrogen supply. Malaska et al. (2017)
calculated the dissolved nitrogen by calculating the drop in pressure above the liquid, which may
lead to a lack of available atmospheric nitrogen for complete saturation at these temperatures.
Nonetheless, additional experiments should be conducted at lower temperatures (in a facility not
temperature capped by liquid nitrogen) to determine the duration of the observed plateau region to
better understand the thermodynamics and kinetics at this temperature range.
We contribute the deviation in nitrogen dissolution between studies from differences in
experimental setup and nitrogen dissolution calculations. This study measures the quantity of
dissolved nitrogen into the liquid sample directly by mass measurements. Even though this may
contribute to a higher error, it is the most efficient and accurate method of measuring dissolution.
Additionally, dissolution kinetics is driven by the atmosphere in our simulation chamber, due to
the large atmosphere to liquid volume (as would occur on Titan’s surface). Alternatively, Malaska
et al. (2017) calculated the dissolved nitrogen by measuring the drop in pressure above the liquid,
assuming an ideal mixture (which has been proven to be inaccurate [Farnsworth et al., 2019;
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Figure 7. Comparison of nitrogen dissolution measured in this study to previous studies as a
function of methane-alkane mol% (A) and liquid methane temperature (B). The 100 mol%
methane value from this study plotted in (A) is an average nitrogen concentration with an average
temperature of 90.4 K. We find that our results have a larger gradient between 100 mol% methane
and those liquids including ethane, and also a larger gradient with temperature, than other
experimental studies. Interestingly, we observe a plateau in nitrogen quantity from ~84–89 K near
30 mol% nitrogen, which is also observed in Malaska et al., 2017 in a similar range (c) (see further
discussion in section 5.1.2). Error discussion is included in section 2.3.
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Farnsworth et al., 2020; Steckloff et al., 2020], and did not account for methane evaporation.
Additionally, their dissolution kinetics is driven by the sample liquid, given the small atmosphere
to liquid volume. These differences in experimental setup may lead to the differences observed in
the nitrogen concentration results, possibly leading to an overestimation of the dissolved nitrogen
quantity by Malaska et al. (2017).
4.3 Diffusion Coefficients
In general, the typical diffusion coefficients for gas phases are in the 10 -6–10-5 m2/s range.
The diffusion coefficients for gases dissolved into liquids, however, are significantly slower, in
the 10-10–10-9 m2/s range. Previous experimental studies aimed at the oil industry have investigated
diffusion coefficients of methane gas into hydrocarbon liquids at high temperature and pressures,
while others have investigated Earth-relevant scenarios such as methane, nitrogen, and carbon
dioxide gas into water as a function of temperature. To the best of our knowledge, however, no
studies have investigated Titan-relevant diffusion coefficients of nitrogen into liquid
hydrocarbons.
We find our diffusion coefficients for the range of methane-alkane compositions (×10-9
m2/s) are in the same order of magnitude as nitrogen into water from 283–328 K (Ferrell &
Himmelbau, 1967). However, our temperature dependence in methane has a higher slope over a
smaller temperature range than nitrogen gas into water: 6.0×10-10 m2/s over 11 K, and 2.0×10-11
m2/s over 45 K, respectively. Meaning the rate of dissolution will change more drastically with
temperature on Titan, than on Earth. We find the nitrogen diffusion coefficient will double
(~7.0×10-10–1.4×10-9 m2/s) between Titan’s highest and lowest recorded temperatures (89–94 K),
indicating that nitrogen will dissolve significantly faster into methane lakes in the summer than in
the winter. The nitrogen diffusion rate into lakes consisting of methane along with ethane,
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alternatively, will not be significantly affected by temperature or concentration.
5. Implications for Titan’s Lakes and Seas
5.1 Evaporation Rates
By using the methane-alkane liquid compositions for four Titan lakes (reported by RADAR
studies; Mastogiueppe et al. 2016; 2018a; 2018b), we estimate the evaporation rate for each liquid
body at 92 K. North polar liquid bodies, Ligeia Mare, Baffin Sinus, and Punga mare, have
methane-alkane compositions of 88, 100, and 100 mol%, and correspond with evaporation rates
of 6.2x10-5, 1.6x10-4, and 1.6x10-4 kg·m-3·s-1, respectively. South polar lake, Ontario Lacus, has a
composition of 63 mol%, which corresponds to an evaporation rate of 5.8x10-6 kg·m-3·s-1. We find
that methane dominated Baffin Sinus and Punga Mare will evaporate ~2x faster than Ligeia Mare
and ~25x faster than methane-poor, Ontario Lacus.
5.2 Nitrogen Dissolution and Diffusion
The diffusion coefficient values obtained in this study imply that nitrogen dissolves slowly
into hydrocarbon liquids on Titan, and warmer lakes that possess a component of ethane will be
most likely to be saturated in nitrogen. To determine the timeframe required for Titan’s
hydrocarbon lakes to become saturated in nitrogen, we explore two Titan-relevant lake scenarios,
a 100 mol% and 75 mol% methane-alkane ratio liquid compositions. For these conditions we use
the diffusion coefficients (1.1×10-9 and 4.0×10-9 m2/s, respectively) and nitrogen concentrations
(9.0×104 g/m3 and 1.0×104 g/m3, respectively) obtained in this study.
Next, we ran a nitrogen saturation simulation (Eq. 3) for 15 earth years (1/2 year on Titan)
in a lake with a depth of 160 m (depth of Ligeia Mare; Mastrogiuseppe 2014, 2016) (Fig. 8a). We
begin with a lake that does not include dissolved nitrogen and proceed with nitrogen dissolution
from a 1.5 bar nitrogen atmosphere. We assume a constant 92 K temperature (typical north polar
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region lake temperature), and no liquid
circulation. Thus, we report an upper limit
the timeframe to nitrogen saturation given
dissolution kinetics. For the 100 mol%
methane lake, we find the top <1.3 ×10-6 m
of the liquid surface is 100 % saturated in
nitrogen, while the bottom is <<0.1 %
saturated (Fig. 8). Additionally, 50 %
saturation occurs near 0.75 m. See an
illustrated cross section of this scenario in
Fig. 9. Indeed, it would take over 3.3×1017
Earth years for the lake to become fully
saturated (Fig. 8b)! Secondly, in the 75
mol% scenario, we find the top <2.6 ×10-6
m of the liquid surface is 100% saturated in
nitrogen, while the bottom is <<0.1%
Figure 8. Shows the nitrogen saturation at depth in a
saturated (Fig. 8). Nitrogen saturation of Titan lake, calculated by the diffusion coefficients
and dissolved nitrogen quantities calculated in this
50% occurs near 1.5 m. Even though the study. (A) Depicts the percent nitrogen saturation at
depth after 15 Earth years (1 Titan season). Here we
saturated liquid depth has almost doubled compare the saturation timeframe from a 100 mol%
methane liquid at 92 K (purple) to a 75 mol%
compared to the 100% methane scenario, it methane-alkane ratio liquid at Titan temperatures
(orange). We find that nitrogen saturates to larger
would still require over 1×1017 Earth years depth when there is a higher nitrogen diffusion
coefficient and less dissolved nitrogen (warmer
for the lake to become fully saturated. Due temperatures and lower methane-alkane ratios). After
15 Earth years, at most ~1.25 m will be 90% saturated
to the larger diffusion coefficient and less in 75 mol% methane-alkane ratio. (B) Demonstrates
the timeframe to saturate a 100 mol% methane lake.
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total nitrogen, the 75 mol% methane-alkane ratio lake becomes saturated faster. These results and
nitrogen saturation depths are presented in Fig. 8 & 9. Nonetheless, Titan’s lakes will not become
saturated with nitrogen with diffusion alone given the timeframe. With these results, we conclude
that Titan’s lakes are only saturated in nitrogen if the rain becomes saturated during rainfall, during
transport to the liquid body (rain runoff), and/or if significant lake circulation is present.

Figure 9. Visual representation of the total nitrogen dissolved into a simulated Titan northern
hemisphere lake (92 K, 100 mol% methane) after half of a Titan year (15 Earth years). We find
nitrogen diffuses slowly through the liquid creating a nitrogen-rich upper layer and nitrogen-poor
lower layer. Since methane-nitrogen is denser than methane, the upper layer will sink and may
cause nitrogen induced convection. If nitrogen equilibration is quick, nitrogen bubbles may be
produced within the liquid column. Likewise, if there is ethane or other contaminants near the
bottom of the lake that has a lower affinity for nitrogen, bubbles may be produced near the liquid
transition zone.
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If Titan’s lakes are indeed out of equilibrium with nitrogen, the liquid surface would
experience a greater quantity of nitrogen and, thus, a greater liquid density than the underlying
nitrogen-poor liquid (Steckloff et al., 2020). This would cause nitrogen induced circulation where
a surface liquid parcel would sink until the nitrogen equilibrates entirely with the surrounding
liquid. If equilibration occurs quickly, nitrogen could be forced out of the parcel as nitrogen
bubbles (Cordier et al., 2017; Cordier & Liger-Belair, 2018; Farnsworth et al., 2019; Richardson et
al., 2019). These bubbles could occur near the surface or lower in the liquid column, possibly
causing transient RADAR bright features, called “Magic islands” (Hofgartner et al., 2014; 2016),
and generating additional mixing of the liquid. Bubble formation will be easier to achieve because
of the larger nitrogen saturation gradient with methane-alkane liquid composition and with
temperature, observed in this study. Small perturbations in composition and/or temperature will
cause nitrogen to exsolve as bubbles. Additionally, nitrogen induced density variations could cause
lake stratification (methane-nitrogen lower layer and ethane-rich upper layer) or lake turnover
events (Steckloff et al., 2020).
6. Conclusions
This study presents the first experimental investigation of nitrogen dissolution kinetics and
reports the nitrogen diffusion coefficients into methane-alkane mixtures as a function of
temperature and concentration. Additionally, we contribute to the experimental database by
exploring the quantity of dissolved nitrogen and providing evaporation rates for methane-ethanenitrogen mixtures (at 1.5 bar nitrogen atmosphere) under a wider range of temperatures.
Our trends generally agree with previous studies of nitrogen dissolution (increases with cooler
temperatures and increasing methane-alkane composition), and methane-alkane evaporation rates
(increases with warmer temperatures and more ethane-rich liquid compositions). As for dissolution
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kinetics, we find diffusion coefficients increase (dissolve quicker) with warmer temperatures in
100 mol% methane liquids, but have a relatively constant (within an order of magnitude)
coefficient when ethane is included in the liquid. By using the diffusion coefficients derived in this
study, we find that methane and methane-ethane lakes on Titan will not be saturated with nitrogen
unless the liquid saturates during rain fall or transport to the liquid body, and/or if convection
within the liquid column is present. If the lakes are indeed not saturated in nitrogen, we would
expect to have parcels of liquid near the surface that have greater dissolved nitrogen and thus
greater liquid density. This will generate the conditions necessary for nitrogen induced convection.
Understanding the dissolved nitrogen component of liquid methane-ethane is vital in
understanding the thermodynamics and physical properties of Titan’s surface liquids. Dissolved
nitrogen plays an important role in hydrocarbon freezing point depression, density, viscosity, and
potentially preserving methane on the surface of Titan. Understanding if Titan’s lakes and seas are
saturated in nitrogen has important implications for climate and lake modeling, as well as
understanding lake dynamics (i.e. turn-over and nitrogen bubble formation). Future studies should
aim to determine nitrogen diffusion into methane rain drops, to better estimate the percent nitrogen
saturation in Titan’s lakes. Understanding the percent nitrogen saturation and the dissolved
nitrogen component is vital in estimating the correct methane budget on Titan, which has important
implications for methane’s origins and preservation.
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Nitrogen Exsolution and Bubble Formation in Titan’s Lakes
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Key Points:
•

Nitrogen bubbles were created in the laboratory under Titan surface conditions

•

Liquid methane and ethane must be present for bubbles to form (40–95 mol% methane‐
alkane ratio)

•

Identiﬁed two mechanisms for bubble formation: ethane titration (>86 K) and
temperature‐induced stratiﬁcation (<86 K)

Abstract
Titan’s surface liquids are composed primarily of methane, ethane, and dissolved atmospheric
nitrogen. The nitrogen content depends on the alkane composition and temperature, and exsolves
as bubbles when these parameters are sufficiently perturbed. Herein, we present an experimental
study of nitrogen bubbles in methane–ethane liquids, and propose that both methane and ethane
are required for bubbles to form under Titan conditions. Bubbles occur when methane composes
40–95 mole% of the alkanes within the liquid. We identify two mechanisms that produce bubbles:
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ethane mediated titration and temperature-induced stratification. Both of these mechanisms
produce a metastable nitrogen supersaturation within the liquid; equilibration triggers rapid
nitrogen exsolution in the form of bubbles. Such equilibration could cause bubble events in Titan’s
lakes, possibly explaining the transient “Magic Island” features seen by Cassini RADAR (bubbles
within the liquid column), and the presence of deltas in Ontario Lacus.
Plain Language Summary
Saturn’s largest moon, Titan, has stable lakes on its surface composed of liquid methane, ethane,
and dissolved atmospheric nitrogen. While nitrogen can dissolve into the liquid (dissolution), it
can also be forced out of the liquid (exsolution). Nitrogen bubbles in Titan’s lakes have been
hypothesized, but not experimentally measured under Titan surface conditions. Here, we create
bubbles in a laboratory under Titan conditions using two methods: ethane slowly added to methane
(titration), and temperature induced methane-ethane liquid layering (cooling then warming). Both
mechanisms create a metastable supersaturation of nitrogen. Once the metastable limit is reached,
bubble nucleation occurs, triggering rapid bubble formation. Transient bright structures observed
in Titan’s lakes by the Cassini Radar, known as “Magic Islands”, may in fact be bubbles within
the liquid column. Bubbles can also form in rivers as they flow into lakes and seas, potentially
influencing geologic structures, such as the delta seen in one of Titan’s largest lakes, Ontario
Lacus.
1. Introduction
The discovery of alkanes on Titan (Kuiper, 1944) triggered speculation that its surface
supported lakes and seas of methane, ethane (Sagan and Dermott, 1982; Lunine et al., 1983), and
dissolved atmospheric nitrogen (Lunine et al., 1983; Battino et al., 1984). Cassini observations
have since detected liquid ethane (Brown et al., 2008), and constrained the compositions of four
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Titan lakes (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b). Recent laboratory studies (Luspay-Kuti
et al., 2015; Malaska et al., 2017) confirmed predictions (Battino et al., 1984; Hartwig et al., 2017)
that nitrogen is significantly more soluble in methane than ethane and that solubility increases at
lower temperatures. This led to the hypothesis that dissolved nitrogen may form bubbles upon
exsolution (Malaska et al., 2017; Cordier et al., 2017; 2018). Recent modelling suggests that
nitrogen bubbles are thermodynamically plausible at depth in Titan’s methane–ethane lakes, at
temperatures of 80–85 K (Cordier et al., 2017; 2018). Additionally, a laboratory study revealed
that the enormous waste heat from plutonium decay (the energy source of a hypothetical Titan
submarine) can trigger bubble formation (Richardson et al., 2019). Nevertheless, no laboratory
studies have thus far shown how bubbles may form naturally under Titan conditions.
2. Methods
2.1 Titan Surface Simulation Chamber Description
To investigate the nitrogen exsolution process and conditions necessary for nitrogen bubble
formation in Titan's lakes, we conducted a series of laboratory experiments in the University of
Arkansas’ Titan Surface Simulation Chamber (TSSC) (Wasiak et al., 2013). The TSSC allows us
to create and study hydrocarbon ponds (10–100 g) at Titan surface conditions (Fulgichoni et al.,
2005; Jennings et al., 2009; Cottini et al., 2012) (1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere, 89–94 K). We
simulate temperatures bracketing Titan surface temperature (83–103 K) and pressure via liquid
nitrogen and nitrogen gas (purity: >99.9%), respectively. The TSSC has two main sections: the
outer pressure chamber (OPC) and the temperature control box (TCB; Fig. 1). The TCB is located
inside the OPC and is a temperature-controlled environment (liquid nitrogen coils circle the outside
of the TCB), while the OPC pressurizes the TCB. Sample gas (methane and ethane; purity: CP
grade >99.5%) is introduced into the chamber and flows to the condenser, located inside the TCB.
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Figure 1. Cross-section of the Temperature Control Box (TCB) located inside the Outer Pressure
Chamber (OPC). This is the final destination of the sample and the location of sample analysis.

The condenser is cooled with separate liquid nitrogen coils, which allows the sample gas to
condense to a liquid. The liquid collects in the condenser until a solenoid valve is opened, allowing
the liquid to flow through a 0.4–0.6-µm filter into the sample dish located below. The sample dish
is held within a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere (until this point, the sample has not been exposed to
nitrogen). The sample dish is connected by three nylon strings to an electronic balance that is
located directly above the TCB and inside the OPC. Because of the nature of the experimental set
up, the sample dish is not perfectly clean and may contain small insulation particles. These
particles could mimic the role of Titan’s aerosols present in the liquid and likely act as nucleation
centers.
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2.2 Experimental Protocol
At the beginning of each experiment, we purged the chamber and condenser with nitrogen
gas for 10 minutes at 6 psi to flush the system of any contaminants (Singh et al., 2017). Next, we
flowed liquid nitrogen through the cooling coils to cool the chamber, after which we introduced
our methane and ethane gasses. We allowed each liquid sample to completely empty from the
condenser before introducing the second sample gas. Once we have poured both methane and
ethane, we decreased the chamber temperature to the desired temperature (83–90 K, depending on
the specific experiment). We maintained this temperature for at least 30 minutes to allow
atmospheric nitrogen to dissolve into the sample. We estimate the timeframe of nitrogen
dissolution from dissolution kinetics and evaporation experiments performed in our facility
(Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012; 2015; Farnsworth et al., 2016; 2018). Finally, we discontinued the flow
of liquid nitrogen, allowing the sample to warm at a rate of 0.1–1.2 K/minute. We recorded details
(visual state via an internal CrazyFire endoscope camera, mass via an electronic balance, and liquid
temperature via a type K thermocouple inside the sample dish) for the duration of the experiment.
We conducted two sets of experiments defined by the order in which we introduced the
liquids (i.e. poured) into the sample dish: (1) “methane over ethane (M/E)”, in which liquid ethane
is introduced first followed by liquid methane (Fig. 2a), and (2) “ethane over methane (E/M)”, in
which liquid methane is poured first followed by liquid ethane (Fig. 2b). During each experiment,
we introduced the liquid at a temperature of 90–94 K, then cooled it to the target experimental
temperature (range of 83 K to 90 K). The target experimental temperature is the minimum
temperature reached before the warming sequence is preformed and is used herein when
referencing the “temperature” of a given experiment. We find that in the cooling experiments
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(without ethane titration), the liquid must be cooled below 86 K to produce bubbles upon warming.
Thus, we group our experiments into two temperature regimes: T>86 K and T<86 K.
Because ethane’s boiling point is high (relative to methane), in the M/E experiments, we
were able to introduce ethane while the chamber is still relatively warm (~150 K) without affecting
the experiment (i.e., relatively little ethane evaporates). After ethane was poured into the sample
dish, the chamber temperature was decreased near 90 K before methane is added. After cooling to
the target temperature, the liquid was warmed to increase supersaturation and induce bubble
formation. Since methane is more volatile than ethane and evaporates at Titan temperatures, in the
E/M experiments, we cooled the chamber to 90–94 K before adding methane. Following this, we
poured ethane in 10-minute intervals (1–2 g) for 1.5–2.5 hours while maintaining a chamber
temperature of 84–90 K. During the periodic ethane pours, the condenser remains slightly above
90 K, ensuring that ethane does not freeze in the condenser. Extensive uncertainty discussion is
included in the supporting information.
We identified bubble exsolution through visual inspection, when bubbles were visible on
the liquid surface. Bubbles typically formed after 1–13 K of warming (absolute temperatures of
87–103 K). We outline details of each individual experiment in Table 1.
During one experiment, the atmospheric pressure was systematically released by 0.5 bar
(1/3 of Titan’s atmospheric pressure) over ~10 seconds at 88 K (experiment 10; Table 1). We did
not observe bubbles due to pressure change, however, bubbles were produced 28 minutes later at
92 K (thus, the inclusion of the experiment in this study). More details provided in the supporting
information.
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Figure 2. Typical temperature profiles of both types of bubble experiments, where the orange box
indicates a bubble formation event. A, B, C, D are aerial images, corresponding to before and
during a bubble event. a. A typical M/E experiment (experiment 3) where zero seconds is set to
the end of the ethane pour. b. A typical E/M experiment (experiment 13) where zero is set to the
end of the methane pour.
2.3 REFPROP
We rely on the Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and Transport Properties Database
(REFPROP) (NIST; Lemmon et al., 2010), which itself relies on the GERG-2008 equation of state
(Kunz et al., 2007; Kunz and Wagner, 2012), to compute equilibrium properties of liquid and gas
mixtures of methane, ethane, and nitrogen under Titan conditions. We use REFPROP as a library
called by the TITANPOOL code, (described in Steckloff et. al. 2018), which computes equilibrium
properties of liquid hydrocarbon mixtures on Titan’s surface. We calculate the dissolved nitrogen
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lost during bubble formation by computing the equilibrium composition of the hydrocarbon
mixture at the coldest temperature reached, assuming that the liquid becomes saturated in nitrogen.
We then assume that this composition remains unchanged as the liquid warms to the onset of
bubble formation. We use TITANPOOL to compute the specific heat of the liquid mixture, and
use the observed temperature drop of the liquid (see results below for a complete discussion) to
solve for the total heat lost by the liquid through cooling. We assume that this heat loss is due to
nitrogen exsolution and use nitrogen’s enthalpy of vaporization to compute the amount of nitrogen
that would have to exsolve to cool the liquid by the observed amount (we report this as the
exsolution-driven mass loss from the liquid). By comparing this with the initial amount of nitrogen,
we compute the fraction of nitrogen exsolved with each bubble event.
3. Results
3.1 Laboratory Observations of Nitrogen Bubble Formation
Bubbles are observed, with an average size of 1.3 mm (Fig. S1 and S2), in three out of four
permutations of our experiments: M/E and E/M T<86 K, and E/M T>86 K. When the mixture is
cooled below 86 K, bubbles are always produced upon warming, however, above 86 K ethane
must be titrated into methane for bubbles to form. Bubbles created in these “warmer” experiments
are closer to Titan surface temperatures (Table 1). M/E and E/M experiments <86 K produce
visually similar bubbles, lasting 2–10 minutes, and show sparse bubbling that precedes larger
bubble episodes. These bubbles behave differently than those that formed during E/M >86 K
experiments, which exhibit a single rapid onset, longer duration (5–22 minutes, see Movies S1–
S4 in supporting information), and fizzing in two cases (see Table 1 experiment 13 and 14; Movie
S2, S3). The bubble formation events are very rapid and thus it is difficult to determine the source
location of the bubbles. In the experiments where fizzing occurs, however, the bubbles are
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observed to steam from the bottom of the sample dish after the initial onset. This leads us to believe
that bubbles nucleate from the surface of the sample dish. In all experiments, bubbles form well
above the boiling point of pure nitrogen (~80 K), yet below the boiling points of either pure ethane
or methane (~190 K and 125 K, respectively; [Friend et al., 1991]). This strongly suggests that the
gas within the bubbles is predominately nitrogen. Nevertheless, the relative humidity of methane
(Schneider et al., 2012) may introduce a small methane component.

Figure 3. Temperature (top) and mass (bottom) fluctuations resulting from the formation of
bubbles for two different experiments. Experiment 10 exhibited a 3.1 K temperature drop in 7 s
and a mass decrease of 3.1 g, while experiment 14 had a 6.5 K temperature drop in 1 s and a mass
loss of 41.5 g. The reported error on the temperature and mass (within the line thickness) is the
standard deviation.
We observe temperature drops and mass losses that correspond to the initial bubble
exsolution events, which indicates a loss in nitrogen and an endotherm (Fig. 3). These temperature
perturbations range from 1.6 K to 11.6 K over 1–67 s, with an associated total liquid mass loss of
up to 50% over 1s. Typically, the temperature drop and mass loss occur as a single event. In some
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experiments, however, we observed two or three smaller temperature drops, associated with a
single mass loss event. This discrepancy is most likely due to multiple nucleation points within the
sample dish, which produces multiple cold spots that the thermocouple detects. Since bubble
episodes are quite vigorous (in one experiment the bubbles launched the thermocouple out of the
sample dish! – Movie S4), liquid splashing likely contributes to the large observed experimental
mass loss. Thus, the observed temperature drops more accurately represent the amount of exsolved
Table 1. Overview of bubble producing experiments. Experiments 1–7 are M/E experiments and
8-14 are E/M experiments.
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nitrogen (Table 1). We use the temperature drops to estimate the amount of exsolved nitrogen
using REFPROP (see methods). We find that nitrogen exsolution accounts for only a fraction of
the observed mass loss, and that other processes (e.g., splashing out of sample liquid from vigorous
bubble events and some methane evaporation) can result in significant mass loss. We find that
typical bubble episodes exsolve 2–15 mole% nitrogen, corresponding to 90–680 J/mole of energy
loss, with experiments below 86 K associated with greater quantities of nitrogen exsolution.
3.2 Compositional Requirements
Moderate quantities of both methane and ethane are required for bubbles to form. The
exsolved quantity of nitrogen from bubbling correlates with the initial bulk methane–alkane ratio,
exhibiting a minimum at ~0.75, and increasing as the ratio approaches 0.6 and 0.95 (Fig. 4).
Between 0.4–0.6 methane–alkane ratio, we observe sparse bubbling with minimal temperature and
mass fluctuations. Below 0.4 (methane poor) and above 0.95 (ethane poor) methane–alkane ratio,
we observe no bubbles, suggesting that the sample remains in equilibrium throughout the warming
process. Lastly, our results show that bubble formation requires significant nitrogen
supersaturation, ≳20 mole% above nitrogen equilibrium. We estimate this equilibrium using
REFPROP, by calculating the nitrogen content at the time of bubble formation for the given
mixture and temperature.
4. Discussion
4.1 Bubble Formation Mechanisms
Whereas predictions suggest that nitrogen supersaturation may result from changing either
temperature or composition (Steckloff et al., 2018), our experiments require simultaneous changes
in both parameters to induce bubbles. In E/M experiments >86 K, adding ethane to nitrogensaturated liquid methane and subsequently increasing the temperature, decreases bulk nitrogen
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solubility, and hence supersaturates the liquid by 5–20 mole% (Malaska et al., 2017; Steckloff et
al., 2018). Adding ethane supersaturates the liquid in nitrogen, but does not trigger bubbling. This
suggests the liquid is within the metastability limit, expressed as the metastable zone (MSZ) of
supersaturation (Kashchiev, 2000; Bhamidi, 2017). MSZ conditions depend on many factors,
including nucleation timescales, warming rates, and liquid volume (Yang et al., 2015, 2017).
Because of the nature of the experimental set up, the sample dish may contain small insulation
particles that could act as nucleation sites and aid in bubble formation. This is not unlike Titan,
where solid organics are almost certainly present in Titan’s lakes. These particles are likely
delivered to the lakes by fluvial, aeolian, or direct atmospheric airfall and may act as nucleation
sites. These sites lower the free energy barrier and facilitate heterogeneous nucleation. Once
nucleation begins, runaway bubbling occurs.

Figure 4. Represents the observed (and predicted) quantity of nitrogen lost during experimental
bubble events as a function of initial methane–alkane mole fraction. Liquid body compositions
estimated from Cassini RADAR observations (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016, 2018a, 2018b) are
overlaid for reference: Ontario Lacus (blue), Ligeia Mare (orange), Punga Mare/Baffin Sinus
(green). Bubble formation episodes within the white region were significant enough to produce
temperature fluctuations, while bubble events in the grey region showed only sparse bubbling (i.e.
visually identified bubbles, but no detectable temperature fluctuation). The black regions indicate
no observable bubbles.
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This interpretation is supported by the M/E experiments warmer than 86 K, which do not
produce bubbles. In these experiments, methane is poured into ethane, and therefore is not
saturated in nitrogen at the onset of the experiment. As methane is added, nitrogen solubility
increases, thus the liquid never supersaturates, and bubbles never form. We note, however, that if
the methane were able to become saturated in nitrogen before flowing into the ethane-rich liquid,
that bubbles would likely form. Such conditions may be common on Titan when methane–nitrogen
rivers flow into methane–ethane–nitrogen lakes or seas (also discussed in Malaska et al., 2017).
The observed methane–alkane ratios associated with bubbling (0.4–0.95) are consistent with
the conditions predicted for temperature-induced stratification on Titan (~0.5–0.95 [Steckloff et
al., 2018, Fig. 1]), which enhances supersaturation. Below 86 K, nitrogen dissolution causes the
liquid to separate into ethane-rich upper layer (~660 kg/m3) and methane-nitrogen-rich lower layer
(>660kg/m3) (Steckloff et al., 2018). Upon warming, nitrogen solubility in the methane–nitrogen
lower layer decreases significantly (up to 40 mole%; [Steckloff et al., 2018]), yet nitrogen
exsolution is inhibited by an ethane “cap”. Indeed, we observe a few bubbles trapped beneath a
transparent surface layer during the warming process. We interpret this layer as a thin ethane ice
or film, consistent with the stratified structure. Additional warming destabilizes such stratification
(Steckloff et al., 2018), causing overturn, equilibration, and abundant bubble formation. Figure S3
provides an overview of the formation mechanisms described above.
4.2 Implications for Titan
4.2.1 Titan Lake Composition and “Magic Island” Formation
Bubbles may produce the “Magic Islands” (RADAR-bright transient features) observed on
Titan’s Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare (Hofgartner et al., 2014; 2016). Cordier et al. (2017; 2018)
modelled a potential bubble event within a 100-m column (approximate depth of Ligeia Mare;
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[Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016]), and found that 100 bubbles/m3 with radii of ~1cm are required to
match the “Magic Island’s” 10-fold RADAR brightening (equivalent to 420 cm3 of nitrogen gas
per m3 of liquid). Our experimental population of bubbles (average density of 10 bubbles/cm2,
diameter of 1.3 mm (Fig. S1), and liquid depth of 4.4 mm) has an equivalent of 2.6×104 cm3 of
nitrogen gas per m3 of liquid, >60 times above the volume estimated by Cordier et al. (2017, 2018).
This indicates that the conditions identified by Cordier et al. (2018) are easily achievable under
Titan conditions.
Cassini RADAR observations constrain the compositions of four liquid bodies on Titan,
including three in the north (Ligeia Mare, Punga Mare, and Baffin Sinus) and one in the south
(Ontario Lacus). These bodies have methane–alkane mole fractions of 0.74–0.98, 0.90–1.0, 0.90–
1.0, 0.22–0.90, respectively (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b). These compositions
favor bubble formation in Ligeia Mare (where “Magic Islands” were indeed observed) and Ontario
Lacus, but not Punga Mare and Baffin Sinus (Fig. 4). During northern summer, Ligeia Mare will
lose methane due to evaporation, while Ontario Lacus will gain methane through rain events. This
seasonal transport of methane (Aharonson et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2012) will alter lake
methane–alkane ratios and their ability to produce bubbles (Fig. 4). This will decrease the methane
concentration of Baffin Sinus and Punga Mare, and push these bodies into an optimal bubble
producing composition. Finally, the observations of magic islands in Kraken Mare suggest that it
has a methane–alkane composition of 60–95 mole% (if the magic islands are indeed bubbles).
Improved constraint on the composition of Titan’s lakes and seas will enable us to better predict
the likelihood of bubble formation.
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4.2.2 Bubbles and the Morphology of River Outlets
It has been proposed that the sudden mixing of a methane-nitrogen river with a more
ethane-rich lake or sea, could produce bubbles on Titan (Malaska et al., 2017). We find, however,
that the river runoff must also be at least 2 K cooler than the lake or sea to produce bubbles. This
suggests that to produce bubbles, rivers must arrive at the sea out of chemical and thermal
equilibrium (e.g., a storm event with enough rain that the resulting runoff has insufficient time to
thermally equilibrate with the surface). Furthermore, our results imply that rivers can only bubble
when they interact with warmer/cooler lakes/seas, and will not release bubbles as they flow across
the landscape or down channels. Thus, bubbles will only affect erosion or sediment transport when
there is a sudden temperature contrast between two interacting liquids.
Bubbles may be released when cooler methane–nitrogen rivers flow into warmer ethanebearing seas, creating turbulence and turbidity. This can lead to a wide range of lake dynamics at
river outlets. One end member is that bubbles disrupt the flow of the river fluid, which decreases
the sediment carrying capacity, leading to deposition and the formation of delta-like structures.
Interestingly, the only obvious delta observed on Titan is in Ontario Lacus (Wall et al., 2010), the
most ethane-rich body known on Titan (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2018a). If river outlet dynamics
indeed depend on composition, Kraken Mare, as the next most ethane-rich large body, would also
be a good candidate for delta formation. Another end member is that bubbling increases the
turbulence at the interface, leading to re-suspension of sediment that would otherwise deposit at
the shoreline. The former scenario would favor delta formation, while the latter would not.
Regardless, bubble formation at river-sea interfaces should yield interesting fluid dynamics.
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4.2.3 Other Bubble Formation Scenarios
Other scenarios may create bubbles that influence the behaviors of Titan lakes and seas. In
certain cases, river runoff may be significantly denser than the lake or sea. In this case, cool
methane rain runoff interacting with a warmer sea with a high seafloor slope, would allow a moredense runoff to flow under the warmer less-dense methane-ethane lake. This would lead to a
submarine methane-nitrogen current that may flow for a significant distance into the sea before
bubbling. Nitrogen exsolution and heat exchange between these liquid masses could then produce
complex lake dynamics below the surface and far from shore. Methane evaporation from a
methane–ethane lake would both cool the surface of the lake and supersaturate it in nitrogen. Upon
warming, the lake surface would explosively release bubbles, much like the “foam” type bubbles
observed in our E/M >86 K experiments. Finally, liquids that are stratified at depth may overturn,
causing bubble episodes similar to terrestrial limnic eruptions, in which lakes release carbondioxide bubbles upon overturn (similarly discussed in Malaska et al., 2017).
5. Summary
We present a laboratory study of nitrogen bubble formation within methane–ethane liquid
mixtures, under Titan surface conditions. We studied two sets of experiments (M/E and E/M)
under two temperature regimes (T>86 K, T<86 K). In both M/E and E/M experiments, we
observed bubbles at Titan surface temperatures. We find that both methane and ethane are required
for bubble formation (40-95 mol% methane-alkane ratio). We identify two bubble producing
mechanisms: ethane titration and temperature induced stratification. Temperature induced
stratification requires cooling the liquid below 86 K to create an ethane-rich cap over the methanenitrogen-rich lower layer, whereas ethane titration requires a mechanism to introduce more ethanerich liquids but does not require additional cooling. Ethane titration is the more probable
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mechanism for generating bubbles on Titan under current temperatures. For both mechanisms, the
ultimate cause of bubbles is the mixing of two liquids that are different in composition (and the
mixing must result in a composition between 40–95 mol% methane-alkane ratio) and a difference
in temperature greater than 2 K. Bubbles may be common in Titan’s lakes and may be significant
in the geologic processing of Titan’s river outlets, such as the development of deltas in Ontario
Lacus. Future nucleation modeling will compliment this study and shed light on the
thermodynamic process of bubble formation on Titan.
6. Supporting Information
This supporting information provides text (uncertainty estimates, experimental calculations, and
pressure change experiment details), three additional figures, and bubble formation event movies.
6.1 Uncertainty Discussion
6.1.1 Methane-Alkane Ratio
We consider two sources of uncertainty in our derivation of the methane–alkane ratio error:
the uncertainty in the balance and in the unknown amount of nitrogen dissolved into the liquid
during the delivery to the sample dish (that we would erroneously record as methane or ethane
weight). The uncertainty of the balance is 0.02 g, which propagates through to an error in our
methane–alkane ratio of < 0.2 mol%. To understand the uncertainty that nitrogen dissolution
during the sample pour has on our methane–alkane ratio, we turn to previous experiments
conducted using this same laboratory setup. Those studies found that nitrogen dissolution occurs
over ~30 minutes (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012; 2015; Farnsworth et al., 2016; 2018), while our sample
pours are ~5 minutes. During the pour the bulk liquid is, on average, only exposed to nitrogen for
half of the pour time (i.e. ~ 2.5 minutes). If we assume that nitrogen dissolution is linear, we find
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that only 1–7 mol% of the sample should be nitrogen, leading to an error in our methane-alkane
ratio of 0.1–1.6 mol%. This ratio error is recorded in Table 1 and is dependent on experiment.
6.1.2 Temperature/Weight%
We calibrated the sample liquid thermocouple with liquid nitrogen (which aligns to
ethane’s freezing point) and an error derived from the standard deviation of the thermocouple. The
temperature error is ±0.3 K. Also, the experimental nitrogen mass loss (weight%) is derived by
propagating the 0.02 g uncertainty in the balance. Both errors are recorded in Table 1.
6.1.3 REFPROP
The uncertainty of the nitrogen component is the result of uncertainties in the GERG-2008
equation of state. Titan’s surface conditions are in GERG-2008’s “Extended Range of Validity”
(60 K ≤ T ≤ 700 K, p ≤ 70 MPa), in which errors in thermodynamic and material properties are no
greater than a few percent (Kunz and Wagner, 2012). Furthermore, we calculated the energy loss
during the bubble events by the heat of vaporization of methane and nitrogen (~8,000 J/mol and
~2,800 J/mol, respectively). We negate the effect of the heat of mixing for nitrogen and methane
because the value is two orders of magnitude less than the heat of vaporization (~100 J/mol;
McClure et al., 1976). Therefore, neglecting heat of mixing results in an error in our energetics
calculation of a few percent.
The uncertainty in nitrogen quantity and energy loss during bubbling includes the uncertainty
in the experiments (methane-alkane ratio and temperature), as well as the model (range of validity
~1% (Kunz and Wagner, 2012) and neglecting heat of mixing ~1.5 %; McClure et al., 1976). We
find that the total uncertainty in the model is significantly higher (± 2 mol%) than the experimental
uncertainty (± 0.05—0.1 %). Thus, the error reported in Table 1 is due to the uncertainty in
modeling.
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6.2 Methane-Alkane Ratio Computation
The methane–alkane mole fractions that we report represent the initial methane–alkane mole
fraction ratio [i.e. CH4 (mole) / (CH4 (mole) + C2H6 (mole))] and are derived from the mass of the
liquid sample following the introduction of each liquid component. The recorded values assume
that no nitrogen dissolution occurs during liquid pour from the condenser to the sample dish (< 5
minutes), and the initial liquid mass does not include dissolved nitrogen. The ratio error (reported
in Table 1), is due to the uncertainty in nitrogen dissolution during the pour. See uncertainty
discussion above.
6.3 Pressure Change Experiment
6. 3.1 Experiment Description/Motivation
During an E/M experiment (experiment 10), we systematically vented 0.5 bar of the
atmospheric pressure in ~10 seconds at 88 K. This was completed to rule out small pressure
changes inside the chamber as the cause of bubble exsolution events. During this procedure,
bubbles were not created. Interestingly, bubbles did form at 1 bar 28 minutes later at 92 K (thus,
inclusion in this study).
6.4 Dissolved Nitrogen
At the experiment’s lowest temperature (86.3 K) at 1.5 bar, the liquid had 35 mol%
nitrogen. At the time of pressure venting (88 K), the liquid had 26 mol% and 13 mol% nitrogen at
1.5 and 1 bar, respectively. Bubbles were created later, at 91.8 K, where the liquid had 9 mol%
nitrogen. This is an interesting result, because the difference in pressure decreased the nitrogen
solubility by half and bubbles were not formed. Thus, temperature changes and the mixing of
liquids are more effective at creating exsolution events than pressure change. Future modeling and
experimental efforts should be aimed at addressing this finding.
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Figure S1. Experimental bubble size distribution. With an average liquid depth of 4.4 mm, we
find that typical bubble populations have a surface density of ~10 bubbles/cm 2 and a diameter of
1.3mm. Bubbles with a diameter <0.8 mm could not be measured due to camera resolution.

a.

b.

Thermocouples

Figure S2. Arial images of the sample liquid before (a) and during (b) bubble formation. Dark
lines on right side of image is the sample liquid thermocouple.
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Figure S3. Bubble experimental results overview. Characteristics of the two types of bubble
formation experiments (M/E and E/M) exposed to warmer and cooler temperature regimes (>86
K and <86 K). The temperature refers to the sample liquid’s coldest exposure. Movie S1. Arial
view of experiment 11 (E/M) during bubble formation in real time. This represents a typical onset
of a bubble exsolution event for an E/M category experiment. This video shows the first minute of
a 5 minute 7 second bubble event.
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6.5 Movie Captions
Movie S2. Arial view of experiment 13 (E/M) during bubble formation in real time. This
experiment shows an explosive outgassing event (at 3 seconds) followed by active nucleation, or
“fizzing” (from 60 seconds – 3 minutes). This video shows the first 3 minutes of a 5 minute 44
second bubble event.
Movie S3. Arial view of experiment 14 (E/M) during bubble formation in real time. This
experiment is similar to Video S3, however, the active nucleation lasted over 10 minutes.
Furthermore, the thermocouple (lying on the right side of the frame before the exsolution event –
Fig. S2), is launched out of the sample dish during the episode. This video is a 10-minute clip of a
21 minute 18 second bubble event.
Movie S4. Arial view of experiment 3 (M/E) during bubble formation in real time. As seen, at 2
seconds a surface layer breaks from the north-east corner and moves south-west, followed by quick
evaporation. Notice that bubbles in the north-east corner are trapped under the surface layer, but
after the surface layer breaks, they can reach the surface. This is the middle 7 seconds of an 8
minute 41 second bubble event. Note, explosive events (as seen in S1-S3) are not present in M/E
experiments.
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Chapter 3
Freezing Points of Methane-Ethane Mixtures in Equilibrium with a 1.5-bar Nitrogen
Atmosphere: Implications for Titan’s Surface Liquids.
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Highlights:
•

Experimental study of liquid hydrocarbons in a Titan environmental chamber

•

Presents the ethane-rich side of the methane-ethane-nitrogen liquidus curve

•

Constrains the liquid compositions capable of freezing on Titan’s surface

•

Two different ice compositions can form on Titan’s surface (peritectic point)

Abstract
Titan is a unique moon, with stable hydrocarbon lakes composed predominately of methane (CH 4),
ethane (C2H6), and dissolved atmospheric nitrogen (N2). While pure methane and ethane have
freezing points within Titan surface temperatures (90–91 K), methane-ethane binary mixtures
freeze at considerably lower temperatures. Dissolved nitrogen is also known to suppress the
freezing points of these compounds. No studies, however, have investigated the role of nitrogen
on the freezing behavior of the ternary system. Here, we conduct experiments in a simulated Titan
environment and report freezing temperatures for 48–100 mol% ethane-alkane ratio
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[C2H6(mole)/(CH4(mole)+C2H6(mole))] liquids in equilibrium with a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere.
We find liquid mixtures >73 mol% ethane-alkane ratio will freeze under reasonable Titan surface
conditions (89 K). We observe a peritectic point at ~62 mol% ethane-alkane ratio with ~10 mol%
nitrogen, that creates a secondary liquid composition that might freeze on Titan. This indicates a
different composition of methane-ethane-nitrogen solid influenced by the addition of nitrogen.
Compositions below ~45 mol% ethane-alkane ratio will never freeze on the surface due to the
liquid–vapor equilibrium of nitrogen at 1.5-bar pressure (81 K). Additionally, below ~70 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio we observe bubbles during the onset of freezing, which then become trapped
within the ice. Our findings suggest that both peritectic ice and ethane ice are possible on Titan’s
surface, but not in Titan’s methane-rich north polar lakes and seas. Ontario Lacus, however, may
precipitate ethane ice because of its high ethane concentration.
Main Text
1. Introduction
Saturn’s moon, Titan, is the only body in the solar system, besides Earth, to host a
hydrologic cycle and surface liquids (Stofan et al., 2007). Because of its cool climate (89–94 K
[Fulgichoni et al., 2005; Jennings et al., 2009; Cottini et al., 2012]), Titan’s hydrologic cycle
involves methane (CH4), which evaporates, condenses, and precipitates onto the surface as rain,
and collects in lakes and seas. The second most abundant hydrocarbon in Titan’s surface liquids,
ethane (C2H6), is thought to form via methane photolysis in the upper atmosphere (Lunine et al.,
1983).
High-latitude lakes and seas have been identified on Titan by Cassini Radar and Visual and
Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) data (Lopes et al., 2007; Stofan et al., 2007; Brown et al.,
2008), and speculated at lower latitudes (Griffith et al. 2012; Vixie et al., 2015). Transient bright
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features, called “Magic Islands”, identified in two of Titan’s northern lakes by Cassini Radar, are
speculated to be waves, bubbles, or floating/suspended ice (Hofgartner et al., 2014; Hofgartner et
al., 2016). Rapid decreases in surface albedo in Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) data
have been interpreted as evidence of rain wetting the surface (Turtle et al., 2009; Turtle et al.,
2011). Over the following weeks to months Cassini ISS and VIMS data revealed that the surface
of one such event in the mid-latitude brightened, well beyond its original albedo, before eventually
returning to its original albedo in a similar timeframe (Barnes et al., 2013). This brightening is
hypothesized to be surface material displaced by rain runoff, or alternatively, the freezing of
hydrocarbons (Barnes et al., 2013). Since the binary methane-ethane phase diagram suggests that
only <5 mol% methane-alkane or ethane-alkane ratio will freeze (Moran, 1959; Thompson, 2017)
at reasonable Titan surface conditions, > 89 K (Cottini et al., 2012), the ice observed on Titan is
hypothesized to be pure methane or ethane ice.
Atmospheric nitrogen, however, is soluble in liquid alkanes (Battino et al., 1984) and acts
as an antifreeze, suppressing the freezing point of liquid methane (Omar et al., 1962). Nitrogen is
more soluble in methane than ethane and at cooler temperatures (Battino et al., 1984; Malaska et
al., 2017), though non-ideal interactions lead to unusual behaviors for methane-ethane mixtures
(Steckloff et al., 2020). For the methane endmember, as the temperature decreases, the nitrogen
solubility becomes so high that the liquid is dominated by liquid nitrogen with a component of
liquid methane, ultimately suppressing the methane-nitrogen freezing point to ~63 K (Omar et al.,
1962). This dissolved nitrogen can make up 4–20 mol% of the ethane-alkane mixture at 89 K
(Malaska et al., 2017) and can be released as bubbles if the temperature and hydrocarbon
composition are perturbed (Farnsworth et al., 2019). Nevertheless, no experimental studies have
thus far investigated the freezing points (solidus and liquidus curves) of methane and ethane in
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equilibrium with a Titan-relevant 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Titan Surface Simulation Chamber Description
Experiments were conducted at the University of Arkansas’ Titan Surface Simulation
Chamber (TSSC) (Wasiak et al., 2013; Farnsworth et al., 2019), where ponds (10–100 g) of
varying ethane-alkane concentrations are created and studied under Titan-relevant surface
conditions: 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere, 85–91 K, maintained via nitrogen gas (purity: >99.9 %)
and liquid nitrogen, respectively. The TSSC is a 2-m vertical steel cylinder enclosing the
Temperature Control Box (TCB). The TCB is a temperature-controlled environment that encloses
the liquid sample and condenser. When a sample gas (methane or ethane; purity: CP grade >99.5
%) is introduced into the chamber, it is ushered into the condenser where it condenses to a liquid
phase. A solenoid valve then releases the liquid sample into the sample dish below. The sample
dish is suspended from an electronic balance by three nylon strings, and is located directly above
the TCB and inside the pressurized TSSC.
2.2 Experimental Protocol
Each experiment begins with a chamber and condenser purge (10 minutes each at 0.4 bar)
to flush the system of contaminant gases (Singh et al., 2017). Next, liquid nitrogen is introduced
through metal coils circling the TCB. When the chamber temperature reaches <105 K, ethane is
introduced to the condenser. After 4–5 minutes, a solenoid valve is opened, allowing the sample
to “pour” into the sample dish below (≤1 minute). After the majority of ethane is poured, a
condenser nitrogen gas flush is performed (4 seconds at 0.7 bar) to purge the condenser of any
remaining liquid ethane. The condenser is then vented to ensure no nitrogen is present. Once the
condenser is ethane-free and the chamber is <95 K, methane is introduced to the condenser and
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sample dish in the same manner. The combined liquid remains between 91–95 K for ~15 minutes
to allow the mixture to equilibrate with the 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere. We estimate the
timeframe of nitrogen dissolution from dissolution kinetics and evaporation experiments
performed in our facility (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012, Luspay-Kuti et al., 2015; Farnsworth et al.,
2018; Farnsworth et al., 2019). Next, we decrease the chamber temperature at a rate of 0.2–0.8
K/min, and monitor the freezing process by visual inspection (via an internal CrazyFire endoscope
camera) and temperature profile (via type-K thermocouple submerged in the liquid; Fig. 1).
Because we use liquid nitrogen to cool the environment, the chamber has a temperature
limit of ~85 K and a theoretical limit of 81 K (liquid–vapor equilibrium at 1.5 bar [Wagner, 1973]).
Therefore, we focus this study on the ethane-rich side of the liquidus curve, 48–100 mol% ethanealkane ratio, defined as C2H6(mole)/(CH4(mole)+C2H6(mole)). While methane-rich liquids are
certainly of interest for Titan, they will not freeze under reasonable Titan surface conditions and
thus are less relevant to this study. Since we can accurately calculate the ethane-alkane
composition, we report this ratio from our experiments, and alternately estimate the nitrogen
component from warmer (89–91 K) experimental estimates (Malaska et al., 2017) and cooler (85–
89 K) modeling efforts (Steckloff et al., 2020) (Fig. S1). We incorporate the unknown nitrogen
dissolution during the pour into the uncertainty, and we assume no methane evaporation before or
during the freezing sequence.
2.3 Freezing Point Calculation
We use the temperature profile (Fig. 1) of each experiment to calculate the freezing point,
with the aid of visual identification of crystals. Because the temperature plateaus when a mixture
begins to freeze, we used Origin software to fit the temperature profile to a piecewise linear
function with three segments.
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Fitting equation:
(x < x1 ); y = b1 + m1 ∗ x
(x < x2 ); y = b1 + m2 ∗ (x − x1 )
(other); y = b2 + m3 ∗ (x − x2 )
The freezing point is defined as the intersection of the free fall of the liquid temperature
profile (segment 1), and the plateau section of the temperature profile (when the sample is
freezing–segment 2) (Fig. 1). This corresponds to the temperature at which the first crystals form.
Results of each experiment and corresponding uncertainties are presented in Table 1. A discussion
of the uncertainties is provided in the Supplementary Materials Text.

Figure 1. Temperature profile of the sample (black) recorded during the experimental ethanenitrogen freezing sequence, with a piecewise fit (red). The freezing point (circled) is the
temperature at which the “freefall” of the liquid intersects the plateau section (when the liquid is
freezing).
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3. Results
3.1 Laboratory Observations of Ice Formation
We identify several types of ice formation, influenced by the methane-ethane-nitrogen
composition of the sample liquid (Movie S1–S10). We find that ice always begins freezing on the
perimeter of the sample dish, as is expected because of heat loss through liquid interaction with
the glass sample dish. Pure ethane ice is bright white and begins freezing as a thick layer on the
surface. For liquids with a composition of ~60–98 mol% ethane-alkane ratio, ice formation begins
as a quickly progressing, thin, transparent surface layer, before becoming opaque and presumably
thicker (Fig. 2a, 2b). Liquids with ethane-alkane ratios <70 mol% exhibit more dynamic ice
formation. We find that stagnant bubbles form along the perimeter of the sample dish, where
freezing has begun. As freezing progresses, these bubbles become trapped within the ice column.
At liquid compositions <55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio, more bubbles are present on the surface as
freezing begins, however, surface layering is not easily observed. The ice then becomes textured,
likely caused by numerous bubbles trapped under the surface ice (Movie S9 & S10; Fig. 2c, 2d).
3.2 Liquidus Curve
We find that methane-ethane mixtures in a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere with >48 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio can freeze above 85 K, warmer than commonly believed (Fig 3). Methane-rich
mixtures (<48 mol% ethane-alkane ratio), do not freeze in our chamber because the dissolved
nitrogen component suppresses the freezing point below the capabilities of our chamber (85 K).
This is generally consistent with recent work that demonstrates only ~12 mol% nitrogen is
dissolved into 50 mol% ethane-alkane ratio liquids at 85 K, and increases rapidly to ~64 mol%
nitrogen at 60 mol% ethane-alkane ratio at 83 K (Steckloff et al., 2020).
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Figure 2. Plan view of a liquid (a) and solid (b) methane-ethane-nitrogen mixture (88.6 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio). (c) Highlights bubble formation (52.3 mol% ethane-ethane ratio mixture).
Bubbles appear on the surface of the liquid during the freezing process. (d) Shows textured ice,
likely from bubbles trapped under the surface (same mixture as image c). Solid ice in this study is
white, similar to water ice, while the sample liquid is transparent. White Spectralon lining the
bottom of the sample dish, may make the liquid appear white, though it is indeed transparent. The
images are a few centimeters across, and color variations are from the camera (electronics exposed
to Titan conditions), not changes in ice formation.
We observe a peritectic point: a local minimum in the liquidus curve where a peritectic
reaction occurs, which is when the solid and liquid phases of a sample combine to form a
secondary solid phase that differs from the solid endmembers. Here, we observe an increase in the
freezing temperature by ~1 K, corresponding to a peritectic point at 62±4 mol% ethane-alkane
ratio (Fig. 3). This peritectic reaction is unexpected and has not been identified in binary methaneethane mixtures (Moran, 1959; Thompson, 2017), suggesting the formation of a new composition
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of methane-ethane-nitrogen ice or a secondary ethane ice phase. Experimental results, including
ethane-alkane ratios and their associated freezing points, are presented in Table 1.
We fit the liquidus curve to a Redlich-Kister polynomial (Redlich & Kister, 1948; McGlashan,
1963), which is used to fit non-ideal deviations from ideal behavior using the equation
TLiquidus (x) = A + Bx + Cx(1 − x)
where 𝑥 is the liquid ethane-alkane ratio in mole fraction. We divide our liquidus curve (Fig. 3)
into two segments about the peritectic point, and find our best fit equations to be:
x > 62 mol%;

y = 59.72 + 30.55x + 36.53x (1 − x)
R2 = 0.872

x < 62 mol%;

y = −67.98 + 65.11x + 487.4x (1 − x)
R2 = 0.768

Figure 3. Methane-ethane-nitrogen liquidus curve. Data points represent individual experimental
freezing points from this study, with Redlich-Kister quadratic fits in orange (>62 mol%) and blue
(<62 mol%). The peritectic point is circled at ~62 mol%. The horizontal line at 89 K, highlights
the coldest recorded surface temperature on Titan (Cottini et al., 2012). A detailed description of
the error discussion is described in the Supplementary Materials Text.
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Table 1. Overview of freezing point experiments under a 1.5 ± 0.02 bar nitrogen atmosphere.
Uncertainty is discussed further in the Supplementary Materials Text. R 2 is acquired from the
piecewise function in Origin.

4. Discussion
4.1 Solid Formation
Density modeling suggests that ethane and methane ice may be buoyant on Titan’s
lakes/seas under specific conditions (Hofgartner et al., 2013; Steckloff et al., 2020). Hofgartner et
al. (2013) suggests methane ice will always float on these liquids, while ethane ice will float only
if it is porous. Steckloff et al. (2020) suggests that at temperatures below 85 K, nitrogen dissolution
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increases the density of liquid methane, allowing a buoyant ethane-rich layer to form at the surface.
Our study, however, finds ice from ethane-rich liquids (≥55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio) always
forms at the surface first, before the liquid column freezes.
Additionally, we observe bubble formation at the onset of freezing, which is nitrogen
exsolving from the liquid (Farnsworth et al., 2019). During the freezing process, we expect the
initial ice formation is ethane-rich, and the remaining liquid is methane-rich. As the liquid mixture
freezes, it is in solid-liquid-vapor equilibrium and the dissolved gas begins to exsolve to remain in
equilibrium. However, these bubbles then become trapped as the liquid freezes (<70 mol% ethanealkane ratio). This is seen on Earth when methane bubbles become frozen in lakes (e.g. Alberta’s
Lake Abraham). Even though methane and ethane should be miscible at temperatures >85 K
(Steckloff et al., 2020), these bubbles may aid in the formation of a buoyant layer, possibly
allowing an ethane-rich upper layer at temperatures >85 K.
4.2 Liquidus Curve
The liquidus curve exhibits three distinct regimes: an ethane-rich regime, a methane-rich
regime and a transition zone around the peritectic. In the ethane-rich regime (~62–100 mol%
ethane- alkane ratio), the mixture behaves much like pure ethane, with a liquidus temperature that
remains within ~1 K of the melting point of pure ethane across much of this region. Nitrogen
solubility is minimal here (4–5 mol% [Malaska et al., 2017; Steckloff et al., 2020]) and appears to
actually increase the freezing point of these mixtures (relative to a methane-ethane binary mixture)
across much of this compositional range, apparently interfering with the methane-ethane
interaction. We find mixtures as methane-rich as 73 mol% ethane-alkane ratio should be able to
freeze at 89 K in the presence of a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere (without nitrogen, only mixtures
>95 mol% ethane-alkane ratio will freeze at this temperature [Moran, 1959; Thompson, 2017]).
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The methane-rich regime (0–55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio) is characterized by much lower
liquidus temperatures, decreasing from ~89 K to 85 K from 55 to 48 mol% ethane-alkane ratio;
liquid temperatures of mixtures more methane-rich than this are <85 K (the lower temperature
limit of our chamber). The nitrogen quantity doubles between 55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio liquids
at 89 K and 48 mol% ethane-alkane ratio liquids at 85 K, and increases rapidly to >70 mol%
nitrogen for colder more methane-rich liquids (Steckloff et al., 2020). This indicates that the
methane-rich regime of the liquidus curve is dominated by nitrogen dissolution.
The peritectic regime (~55–62 mol% ethane-alkane ratio) is characterized by an increase
in the liquidus temperature, creating an “island” of compositions capable of freezing at warmer
temperatures (~55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio), increasing to within 0.5 K of Titan’s lowest surface
temperature, 89 K (Cottini et al., 2012).
4.3 Peritectic Reaction
Previous experimental studies indicate liquid ethane reacts to create interesting molecules,
such as ethane-benzene cocrystals (Cable et al., 2014; Vu et al., 2014; Maynard-Casely et al.,
2016) and clathrate-hydrates when exposed to water ice (Vu et al., 2020). Moreover, ethane is
known to have multiple ice phases (Schutte et al., 1987; Hudson et al., 2009). The peritectic point
occurs at ethane-alkane ratios where nitrogen dissolution is predicted to significantly deviate from
an ideal mixture (Steckloff et al., 2020). Since nitrogen likely influences the peritectic reaction,
liquid ethane may be reacting with nitrogen or methane-nitrogen to create a new methane-ethanenitrogen ice or secondary ethane ice phase at compositions <62 mol% ethane-alkane ratio. On
Titan, if the liquid cooled >0.5 K below Titan’s coolest surface temperature, 89 K (Cottini et al.,
2012), then the unique peritectic ice would form near 55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio, while ethane
ice would form from 75-100 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
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4.4 Implications for Titan
4.4.1 Titan’s Rain and Hail
Graves et al. (2008) finds that methane-nitrogen rainfall through Titan’s atmosphere at
50% ethane humidity condenses ethane as it falls through the atmosphere, reaching the surface at
50 mol% ethane-alkane ratio. If we follow the atmospheric profile (from the Huygens probe) and
the rain drop composition evolution plot from Graves et al. (2008), we find that the rain will remain
a liquid. However, if the rain becomes slightly more ethane-rich and cooler (55 mol% ethanealkane ratio and 88.5 K), the precipitation will form peritectic ice sleet or freezing rain, likely just
before reaching the surface. Therefore, bright surface features on Titan, observed after rainfall
events (Barnes et al., 2013), could be peritectic ice or ethane ice, depending on the rain and surface
composition. Additionally, if we use the same atmospheric profile (Graves et al., 2008), we find
that ethane ice (potential cloud nucleation cites [Barth et al., 2004]) will persist as low as 4000
meters.
4.4.2 Titan’s Lakes and Seas
The ethane-alkane ratio of four Titan lake and sea compositions have been constrained by
Cassini Radar data: Ligeia Mare 15 mol%, Punga Mare 0 mol%, Baffin Sinus 0 mol%, and Ontario
Lacus 43 mol% (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016; Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2018a; Mastrogiuseppe et al.,
2018b). Given these compositions, hydrocarbon ice should not form in Titan’s north polar lakes
because they are too methane-rich (0–15 mol% ethane-alkane ratio). Thus, Radar bright transient
features seen by Cassini in Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare, so-called “Magic-Islands” (Hofgartner
et al., 2014; Hofgartner et al., 2016), are likely not floating or suspended methane or ethane ice.
Ethane ice may, however, form in Ontario Lacus during cold winter months if its composition is
on the ethane-rich side of the reported compositional range (78 mol% ethane-alkane ratio
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[Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2018b]).
Furthermore, the thermal mass of Titan’s atmosphere is significantly larger than that of the
relatively small volume of liquid on the surface. Thus, Titan’s surface liquid temperature is
bounded by the liquid–vapor equilibrium of nitrogen at 1.5 bar (~81 K [Wagner, 1973]). For
example, if evaporative cooling dropped the local surface temperature below 81 K, atmospheric
nitrogen would condense, but only cause a momentary local drop in pressure. This imposes a limit
on the concentration of methane in the surface liquids able to freeze. By using our liquidous curve,
we find that methane-rich liquids below ~45 mol% ethane-alkane ratio will not freeze on Titan’s
surface, as long as the atmosphere remains at 1.5 bar (e.g., in the absence of climate forcing).
5. Conclusions
We conducted a series of laboratory experiments to systematically investigate the ethanerich side of the ethane-alkane liquidus curve in equilibrium with a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere
and present the first laboratory investigation of methane-ethane-nitrogen freezing points. We find
hydrocarbon mixtures of 73–100 mol% ethane-alkane ratio will freeze above 89 K and the
presence of a peritectic point permits a secondary range of compositions potentially capable of
freezing under Titan surface conditions (~55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio). The peritectic point
indicates a new ethane ice phase or type of methane-ethane-nitrogen ice. Future studies should
implement Raman spectroscopy to investigate the chemical structure and phase of the new solid
formation. Furthermore, we observe bubbles trapped within the ice column (<~70 mol% ethanealkane ratio). These bubbles may create a buoyant surface ice layer at temperatures >85 K.
Compositions below ~45 mol% ethane-alkane ratio (methane-rich), will not freeze on Titan under
current conditions, due to liquid-vapor equilibrium of nitrogen at 1.5 bar (81 K [Wagner, 1973]).
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We propose that the surface brightening events seen by Cassini VIMS could be frozen
hydrocarbons within the compositional range identified in this study. Furthermore, methane and
ethane ice are unlikely to form in Titan’s northern lakes and seas. Thus, transient “Magic Island”
features observed by Cassini Radar are likely not hydrocarbon ice. However, ethane ice may form
in Ontario Lacus due to its high ethane abundance. If Titan were cooler in the past/future, higher
methane compositions could freeze on its surface, and thus solid hydrocarbons would be more
prevalent than under present day conditions. Freezing hydrocarbons has further implications for
climate modeling and molecular dynamics modeling, the origins and preservation of methane, and
geologic and geomorphological processes.
Our laboratory study confirms that the liquid methane-ethane-nitrogen ternary is not an
ideal mixture. This is evidenced by the unique shape of the liquidus curve and bubbles present
during the freezing process. It is vital for future studies to consider the deviation from an ideal
mixture when investigating Titan’s liquid hydrocarbons.
6. Supplementary Materials
6.1 Thermocouple Calibration and Temperature Uncertainty
We calibrated our liquid thermocouple to the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77.34 K) as
the lower temperature calibration point, and the freezing point of ethane (90.34 K) as an upper
temperature calibration point (Kroenlein, 2020). Nitrogen and ethane were chosen as calibration
points because of their close proximity to the target temperature reached in this study, and
feasibility of testing. Ethane is a valid candidate because only small quantities of nitrogen will
dissolve into the liquid. Other studies completed in our facilities (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012, 2015;
Farnsworth et al., 2018) suggest that nitrogen dissolution in ethane-rich mixtures (30–100 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio) is negligible and is not detected with the balance. Another experimental study
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suggests the freezing point of ethane remained at 90.4 K at 3.2-bar pressure (Straty & Tsumura,
1976), while a modeling study proposes nitrogen dissolution will cause <1 K of temperature
depression near 1.5-bar of pressure (Tan & Kargel, 2017). If nitrogen dissolution does indeed
affect the freezing point of 100 mol% ethane, this will result in a systematic uncertainty of <1 K.
This means, the liquidus curve may shift cooler by at most 1 K. Nevertheless, the overall shape of
the liquidus curve will remain unchanged.
The reported temperature error is derived from the uncertainty of the thermocouple and the
uncertainty in the Origin software, were the freezing temperature is calculated. The uncertainty in
the thermocouple is obtained from the standard deviation of the temperature readings when dipped
in liquid nitrogen (3x for 30 seconds), and the standard deviation between ethane freezing point
results. These values are ±0.02 K and ±0.40 K, respectively. The error in the piecewise function
y-intercept and slopes is given by the Origin software and propagates to an error of, 0.01–0.04 K.
Since 0.02 < 0.04 << 0.40 K, the uncertainty from the thermocouple standard deviation and
piecewise function is negligible. The random uncertainty is equal to the variation in ethane’s
freezing point, 0.40 K. This error is recorded in Table 1.
6.2 Mole Fraction Uncertainty
The reported ethane-alkane mol% represents the initial liquid composition [i.e. C2H6
(mole) / (CH4 (mole) + C2H6 (mole))] and is derived from the mass of the liquid sample following
the introduction of each liquid component to the sample dish. We consider two sources of
uncertainty in our derivation of the ethane-alkane ratio error: the uncertainty in the balance and in
the unknown amount of nitrogen dissolved into the liquid during the delivery to the sample dish
(that we would erroneously record as methane or ethane weight). The uncertainty from the
recorded weight (0.02 g) propagates through to an error in our ethane-alkane ratio of <0.01 mol%.
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Figure S1. The estimated dissolved nitrogen corresponding to the liquidus curve from 48–100
mol% ethane-alkane ratio (provided for reference). The quantity is estimated from REFPROP
modeling (Steckloff et al., 2020) and incorporates the ethane-alkane composition and temperature
variations over the liquidus curve presented in Fig. 3. The reported modeling error is no more than
a few percent.
To understand the uncertainty of nitrogen dissolution during the sample pour, we turn to
previous experiments conducted using this same laboratory setup (Luspay-Kuti et al., 2012, 2015;
Farnsworth et al., 2016, 2018) and other facilities (Malaska et al., 2017). Studies conducted at the
University of Arkansas suggest nitrogen dissolution in ethane-rich mixtures (30–100 mol% ethanealkane ratio) is negligible and is not detected with the balance. However, Malaska et al., (2007)
suggests ethane-rich mixtures take 5–18 minutes to become saturated in nitrogen. During our
sample pour (≤1 minute) the bulk liquid is, on average, only exposed to nitrogen for half of the
pour time (i.e. <30 seconds). If we use an extremely liberal approach and assume a 5-minute
dissolution interval for both ethane and methane, and that nitrogen dissolution is linear, we find
that only 0–3% of the total liquid moles would be dissolved nitrogen, leading to an error in our
ethane-alkane ratio of ±0.04–0.5 mol%. To account for dissolution uncertainty of the liquid
traveling through the atmosphere during the pour, we double the resulting error, leading to a total
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error of ±0.1–1.0 mol%. The single experiment corresponding to the concentration at 62 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio had instrumentation difficulties, resulting in a larger error (±4 mol%). The ratio
error of each experiment is recorded in Table 1.
6.3 Movie Captions (S1-S10)
Movies are a series of images recorded during the freeze sequence. The field of view for
each image is a few centimeters across. Note: Color variations are from the camera (electronics
exposed to Titan conditions), not changes in ice formation.
Movie S1 (separate file). Time sequence of 100 mol% ethane.
Movie S2 (separate file). Time sequence of 97.5 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S3 (separate file). Time sequence of 88.6 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S4 (separate file). Time sequence of 69.8 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S5 (separate file). Time sequence of 68.4 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S6 (separate file). Time sequence of 65.4 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S7 (separate file). Time sequence of 62.0 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S8 (separate file). Time sequence of 60.1 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S9 (separate file). Time sequence of 54.4 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
Movie S10 (separate file). Time sequence of 52.3 mol% ethane-alkane ratio.
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FTIR Spectra and Cassini VIMS Observations.
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Highlights:
•

Experimental study of liquid hydrocarbons in a Titan environmental chamber

•

Quantifying the 2.0-μm ethane band depth in methane-ethane-nitrogen mixtures

•

Comparing experimental results to Cassini VIMS spectra

•

Constrained the compositional range of ethane in Titan’s lakes and seas

Abstract
Saturn’s moon, Titan, has lakes and seas composed of methane (CH4) and ethane (C2H6)
with dissolved atmospheric nitrogen (N2). Cassini RADAR studies have constrained the relative
abundances of these compounds in four bodies of liquid, while Cassini Visual and Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) data have identified the presence of ethane. The lack of laboratory
data, however, has thus far prevented researchers from using VIMS data to quantify ethane
abundance in Titan’s seas. Here, we simulate Titan’s lakes in the laboratory by examining
methane-ethane liquid mixtures in a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere. We couple Fourier-Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra obtained in the laboratory experiments and Cassini VIMS
observations to provide the detection limit of VIMS to liquid ethane, thereby constraining the
ethane composition of Titan’s lakes and seas. We focus on the 2-µm ethane absorption triplet and
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calculate relative ethane band depths from experimental FTIR spectra. We find that methaneethane-nitrogen spectrum is sensitive to ethane compositions between 5–75 mol% ethane-alkane
ratio and conclude that, in the absence of Titan’s atmosphere, Cassini VIMS would be sensitive to
this range of ethane abundance. This compositional range aligns with RADAR estimates of four
Titan liquid bodies. Future studies should implement Radiative Transfer (RT) modeling of light
through Titan’s atmosphere, which will further constrain the range of ethane-alkane abundances
that are consistent with VIMS data. Further, we find that ethane is easier to detect at the beginning
of the mission versus the end, because of the wavelength shift in the VIMS’ spectral response.
1. Introduction
Saturn’s moon, Titan, has a substantial, predominately nitrogen, atmosphere (1.5 bar;
[Lindal et al., 1983]), a surface temperature of 89–94 K (Lindal et al., 1983; Jennings et al., 2009;
Cottini et al., 2012), an active hydrologic cycle (Turtle et al., 2009; 2011), and hydrocarbon lakes and
seas on its surface (Owen, 2005; Stofan et al., 2007). The presence of nitrogen (N2) and methane
(CH4) in Titan’s atmosphere creates robust organic chemistry. Energetic particles break these
molecules apart, which then recombine to form a wide range of hydrocarbons and nitriles (Lavvas
et al. 2008; Krasnopolsky, 2009; Hörst, 2017). These molecules conglomerate and eventually fall to
the surface, where some collect on the surface as lakes and seas. Ethane (C2H6) is the most
abundant byproduct of methane photolysis (Yung et al., 1984), and it is expected that Titan’s lakes
and seas are predominately methane and ethane (Lunine et al., 1983; Cordier et al., 2009; Glein and
Shock, 2013; Tan et al., 2013), with dissolved atmospheric nitrogen (Battino et al., 1984; Malaska et al.,
2017; Cordier et al., 2017; 2018).
The Cassini spacecraft observed Titan’s lakes and seas using the Cassini RADAR (Elachi
et al., 2004) and the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) (Brown et al., 2004).
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RADAR absorptivity derived from RADAR altimetry data provide constraint on the methaneethane-nitrogen compositional ranges for four bodies of liquid (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016;
2018a; 2018b): three in the north polar region (Ligeia Mare, Punga Mare, and Baffin Sinus), and
one in the south polar region (Ontario Lacus), with ethane-alkane compositions of 2–21, 0–7, 0–
7, and 7–77 mol%, respectively.
Cassini VIMS, however, can only “view” the surface in eight atmospheric windows,
centered at 0.83, 0.94, 1.07, 1.28, 1.58, 2.0, 2.9, and 5 μm (Griffith et al., 2003). Because methane
and ethane have similar chemical structures, they share many spectral features, such as C–H
overtones and combination regions (within the near-IR range; [Clark et al., 2009]). This makes it
difficult to constrain Titan’s surface liquid alkane composition through its methane-rich
atmosphere. Fortunately, there is an ethane absorption triplet within the 2.0-μm atmospheric
window that is not present in methane (Clark et al., 2010). Brown et al. (2008) ratioed spectra of
the lake and shoreline of Ontario Lacus and found a corresponding strong absorption in the 2.0μm window that they attributed to ethane. Soderblom et al. (2020) derived band depths of the 2.0μm absorption feature and found that is correlates impeccably with Titan’s lakes and seas. These
methods, however, only measure the relative strength of the ethane absorption features, not the
ethane abundance. Additionally, an experimental study calculated absorption coefficients of liquid
ethane and methane in a 1-bar nitrogen atmosphere (Clark et al., 2010). Through modeling the
corresponding liquid mixtures, they determined that the ethane spectrum saturates at a depth of 3cm, and thus, VIMS is only measuring the top ~3 cm of the liquid surface (Clark et al., 2010). In
contrast, the RADAR observations sense the bulk composition of the entire 50–160 m liquid
column (Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b).
Understanding the ethane abundance in Titan’s lakes is important because ethane is not
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volatile under Titan conditions. Therefore, it can be used as a tracer to constrain the age of the
lakes and the atmosphere, as well as track liquid circulation processes on the surface. Improved
constraint of ethane abundances within Titan’s lakes and seas will improve Titan lake, climate,
and atmospheric modeling and refine Titan’s methane budget and methane’s origins.
The purpose of this study is to develop a library of laboratory spectra that will allow us to
constrain the ethane abundance with Cassini VIMS observations, thus providing a second,
independent constraint on the composition of Titan’s lakes and seas. This study provides the data
necessary to provide the first limits of ethane abundance in Titan’s lakes from Cassini VIMS and
to determine if Titan’s lakes and seas are well mixed (i.e., VIMS and RADAR compositions match)
or if the surface composition differs from the bulk composition, suggesting some sort of
stratification (cf. Steckloff et al. 2020).
2. Material and Methods
2.1 Experimental Chamber Description and Protocol
Experiments were conducted at the University of Arkansas Titan Surface Simulation
Chamber (TSSC) (Wasiak et al., 2013), where samples (1–200 g) of liquid methane and ethane are
analyzed under Titan-relevant temperatures (92–95 K) and pressure (1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere).
The TSSC consists of the Outer Pressure Chamber (OPC) and the Temperature Control Box
(TCB). The OPC is a 2.0-m tall vertical cylinder that provides pressure control via nitrogen gas
(grade: >99.9% purity), and houses the TCB and electronic balance (Fig. 1). The TCB is a
controlled environment, encircled by liquid nitrogen coils. The sample dish is positioned inside
the TCB, below the condenser, and is suspended by three nylon strings from the electronic balance.
Experiments begin with a chamber and condenser purge (10 minutes each at 0.4 bar) to
flush the system of contaminant gases (Singh et al., 2017). Liquid nitrogen is then circulated
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through the coils surrounding the TCB to cool the chamber to the desired temperature (~92 K in
these experiments). Next, methane gas (CP grade; 99.5% purity) is introduced to the condenser for
4–5 minutes where it condenses to liquid phase. A solenoid valve is then opened to “pour” liquid
methane into the sample dish (<1 minute). After the majority of methane is poured, a condenser
nitrogen gas flush is performed (4 seconds at 0.7 bar) to purge the condenser of any remaining
liquid methane. The condenser is then vented to below ambient through the chamber exhaust to
ensure no nitrogen gas is present. Once the condenser is cleared of methane, ethane (CP grade;
99.5% purity) is introduced to the condenser and is added to the sample mixture in 1–45 g increments.
After each addition of ethane, 1–3 spectra are collected via Fourier-Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) (~2 minutes each). This procedure continues until a total of 75–175 g of
ethane has been added. Four experiments were conducted with methane pathlengths of 1.24, 0.95,
0.64, and 0.92 cm, respectively.
The

condenser

and

sample dish temperature are
held within a few Kelvin and the
bulk

liquid

temperature

is

nominally affected by the small
addition of ethane. We believe
the

mixture

is

sufficiently

mixed for our purposes by the
act of dripping the liquid into
the sample dish from a few

Figure 1. Cross section of the Temperature Control Box

centimeters above the sample (TCB) located inside the outer pressurized chamber
(Farnsworth et al., 2019).
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(further discussion in section 4.1.1). However, we do find scatter within our band depth values
between experiments, likely from small spatial gradients. This variation is adequately incorporated
into the error of the band depth value.
Ethane-alkane ratios are computed as
𝑋𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑋𝐶2𝐻6
𝑋𝐶2𝐻6 +𝑋𝐶𝐻4

(Eq. 1)

where XRatio is the ethane-alkane ratio and X is in moles.
2.2 Laboratory Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy
The laboratory Thermo Fisher Scientific Nicolet 6700 Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectrometer (FTIR) is equipped with a Smart Near-IR FiberPort Accessory, a TEC InGaAs
detector, CaF2 beamsplitter, and a white light source, which collectively allows transmission from
1.0 to 2.5 μm. A fiberoptic probe (used to observe the liquid) is located a few centimeters above
the sample and is off set from nadir by ~10° to avoid specular reflections. Spectralon (a near perfect
Lambertian reflector with a flat response over our spectral range) lines the bottom of a 15-cm diameter,
glass, sample dish for spectral analysis. A background spectrum (450 scans at a resolution of 1.928
cm-1) of the empty dish is acquired before each experiment for normalization. Each experiment
consists of 14–45 spectral samples using 150 scans at a resolution of 1.928 cm -1 (~2 minutes per
sample). Laboratory spectra are baseline corrected to 1.25 μm. We do not observe spectral band
shifts in the triplet feature with small variations in temperature or pressure in the liquid phase.
The laboratory, baseline corrected, spectra are then convolved to individual Cassini VIMS
channel bandpasses. The convolution routine involves first finding the weighted scale factor of
each laboratory spectra wavelength by fitting the laboratory spectra with a Gaussian distribution
centered at each VIMS wavelength with the corresponding full width half max (FWHM). The
laboratory spectra are multiplied by the scale factors and then divided by the total number of scale
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factors for normalization. Finally, the weighted spectra under each VIMS wavelength and FWHM
are added together to obtain the final convolved VIMS spectra. Next, we derive the relative ethane
band-depths from the convolved spectra using the wavelengths that correspond to Cassini VIMS
channels 69–72. In 2005, these channels were centered at 2.002, 2.018, 2.034, and 2.051 µm,
respectively (see §3.2.2 for a detailed discussion of the VIMS wavelength shift). We estimate the
band depth as the ratio of the channels centered in the absorption feature (channel 70 and 71) to
those measuring the continuum (channel 69 and 72) using the equation presented in Soderblom et
al. (2020)
𝑅 =1−

70 + 71
69 + 72

(𝐸𝑞. 2)

where R is the relative ethane band depth.
2.3 Uncertainty Discussion
2.3.1 Ethane-Alkane Ratio
The reported ethane-alkane mol% represents the initial liquid composition (Eq. 1) and is
derived from the mass of the liquid sample following the introduction of each liquid component to
the sample dish. We consider two sources of uncertainty in our derivation of the ethane-alkane
ratio error: the uncertainty in the balance and in the unknown amount of nitrogen dissolved into
the liquid during the delivery to the sample dish (that we would erroneously record as methane or
ethane weight). The uncertainty from the recorded weight (0.02 g) propagates through to an error
in our ethane-alkane ratio of <0.01 mol%. To understand the uncertainty of nitrogen dissolution
during the sample pour, we turn to previous experiments conducted using other facilities (Malaska
et al., 2017). Malaska et al., (2017) suggests that the duration of nitrogen dissolution is ~5–30
minutes and at nitrogen saturation, 3 mol% and 20 mol% of nitrogen will dissolve into liquid
ethane and methane at 92 K, respectively. During our sample pour (≤1 minute) the bulk liquid is,
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on average, only exposed to nitrogen for half of the pour time (i.e. <30 seconds). If we use
conservative approach and assume a 5-minute dissolution interval for both ethane and methane,
and further assume that nitrogen dissolution is linear, we find an error in our ethane-alkane ratio
of ±0.1–0.4 mol%. To account for dissolution uncertainty of the liquid traveling through the
atmosphere during the pour, we double the
resulting error, leading to a total error of ±
0.2–0.8 mol%.
When plotting the ethane pathlength
as a function of ethane-alkane ratio, we find
a nearly identical correlation between
experiments 2 and 4 that have approximately
the same methane liquid depth (Fig. 2). This

Figure 2. Illustrates the relationship between the
demonstrates the measurement of the ethane- ethane-alkane ratio and physical quantity of
ethane. Methane pathlengths are included in the
alkane ratio is accurate and the nitrogen figure legend.
bubble formation events did not affect the compositional measurement.
2.3.2 Methane and Ethane Pathlengths
Liquid depths are calculated by using the sample mass, surface area of the liquid (0.0169
m), and density of liquid methane (439 kg/m3) and ethane (652 kg/m3). Liquid depths are then used
to calculate the two-way pathlengths (the distance the light travels through the liquid column),
including the angle of the fiber probe. The uncertainty in methane and ethane pathlength is
associated with the uncertainty in the balance, fiberoptic probe angle measurement, and the
uncertainty due to density changes from dissolved nitrogen. The uncertainty in the balance is 0.02
g. However, if we assume a higher error at Titan temperatures of 0.2 g at each addition of liquid
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ethane (13–18 pours), we have an error of 2.6–3.6 g which propagates to an error of 1–2%. The
standard deviation of the fiberoptic probe angle is <1o, leading to an error of <1%. Density changes
due to nitrogen dissolution will also affect the liquid depth, however, incorporating density
variations will require a dynamic model that is out of the scope of this paper. Since experiments
were conducted near 92 K, density changes due to nitrogen dissolution is relatively low (<100
kg/m3; [Steckloff et al., 2020]) which only effects the liquid depth by ~10%. Since 10% is
sufficiently large compared to the other uncertainties (1% and 0.5%), the recorded uncertainty is
10% of the pathlength value.
2.3.3 Other
Spectral samples were repeated at numerous ethane-alkane compositions throughout the
experiments. The relative ethane band depth error is derived from the standard deviation of the
repeated spectrum band depth values. The error reported in the moving average plots is the
standard deviation of the values in the ethane-alkane ratio, ethane pathlength, and band depth bins.
2.4 Converting Liquid %Volume to Mole%
Mastrogiuseppe et al. (2016; 2018a; 2018b) used Cassini RADAR altimetry data to derive
methane-ethane-nitrogen compositional ranges for four bodies of liquid on Titan. The most current
values and associated error are reported in %volume in Mastrogiuseppe et al. (2018b) (reproduced
here in Table 1 for reference). For our purposes, we convert these values to ethane-alkane mol%
(without nitrogen) and provide the details of this conversion below.
We begin by converting the %volume of liquid to liquid mass using the density of liquid
methane and ethane (439 and 652 kg/m3, respectively). Since ρ=m/v, we can calculate the mass of
methane and ethane in a theoretical liquid body with the corresponding %volume. This weight is
then converted to mol% by using the molecular weight of methane and ethane (16.04 and 30.07,
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respectively). The positive and negative error values are not the same distance from the best fit
value in %volume. Thus, we calculate a coefficient for each error value equaling the error value
percentage of its corresponding best fit solution. This value is then multiplied by the new best fit
scenario in mol% to derive the mol% error for each value. These error values are considered the
“compositional range” reported by Cassini RADAR and are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Liquid composition of four liquid bodies on Titan by Cassini RADAR.

*Derived by Mastrogiuseppe et al. (2018b)
3. Results
3.1 Experimental Lake Simulations
We conducted a set of four experiments that simulate Titan’s surface liquids at ~92 K and
1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere. Solid samples and samples that are in the process of freezing will
increase the spectrum %absorbance and subsequent band depth. Thus, a temperature above the
freezing point of methane and ethane (Farnsworth et al., 2020), but within Titan’s surface
temperature range, was chosen. To understand the effect of ethane-alkane ratio and liquid
pathlength (the length of the liquid column the source light travels; derived from the liquid depth)
has on the absorption feature, we vary the physical quantity of methane and ethane. During these
simulations, each experiment has a constant methane pathlength of 0.6–1.2 cm (i.e. constant
concentration) while the ethane pathlength is systematically increased to a total of 1.4–3.1 cm (i.e.
increasing concentration). The final pathlength ranges from 2.2–4.1 cm (Table 2). At each
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concentration, a spectrum of the liquid is obtained using the FTIR spectrometer. This study focuses
on the liquid ethane triplet absorption feature centered at 2.0114, 2.0125, and 2.0487 μm (Fig. 3).
At VIMS resolution, the triplet feature is detected as an absorption in channels 70 and 71, is
centered at ~2.02 μm, and falls within the Titan 2.0-μm atmospheric transmission window. This
absorption feature was first identified on Titan in Cassini VIMS observations of Ontario Lacus
and is associated with the detection of ethane (Brown et al., 2008).

Figure 3. Laboratory spectra obtained during experiment 3, y-axis is off set for clarity. The mixture
has a constant methane pathlength and the ethane abundance is systematically increased from 0–
65 mol% ethane-alkane ratio as the figure progresses from bottom to top. The black box highlights
the 2.0-μm ethane absorption feature, which is the focus of this study.

Table 2. Experimental liquid depths and two-way path lengths derived from the mass of the
liquid sample.
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3.1.1 The Effects of Ethane Abundance on Raw Spectra and the 2.0-μm Band Depths
In our laboratory lake simulations, the ethane absorption triplet begins to appear at ~5
mol% ethane-alkane ratio and then deepens as the ethane concentration increases. As the mixture
becomes more ethane rich, however, the absorption bands widen, and the triplet overlaps to
become a single broad feature (Fig. 3, 4). The spectral flattening (limitation on absorption depth)
is due to the saturation of the spectrum, where the liquid depth becomes sufficiently large, causing
the spectrometer to lose the original resolution of the bands (Beer-Lambert’s Law). To simulate
Cassini VIMS observations, we convolve the laboratory spectra with measured Cassini VIMS
bandpasses (Clark et al., 2018) and calculate the relative ethane band depths using Eq. 2. ethanealkane ratio to a peak at ~25–30 mol% ethane-alkane ratio (Fig. 5). Band depths above zero
indicate the ethane absorption feature is present and has the potential of detection by Cassini
VIMS. We observe the band depth to increase from first detection at ~5 mol% As the composition
becomes more ethane-rich, the band depth decreases, eventually reaching zero at ≥75 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio. Thus, we find that when using the band depth calculation from Soderblom et
al. (2020), the methane-ethane-nitrogen spectrum is sensitive to ethane abundances of 5–75 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio (excluding effects of the atmosphere, which will only act to narrow this range
further) and the composition most easily detected by VIMS is between 25–30 mol% ethane-alkane
ratio (Fig. 5). Experimental data, such as ethane-alkane ratios and corresponding band depths, is
presented in Table 3. This seemingly paradoxical behavior occurs because, at higher ethane
fractions, the absorption features is sufficiently broad that it incorporates the channels being used
to measure the continuum (most notably channel 69) (Fig. 4). Normally, we would simply select
new wavelengths that are further from the absorption feature to measure the continuum. With Titan
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data, however, this is not possible as the atmosphere limits the spectral windows through which
the surface is visible.

Figure 4. Illustrates the changes in the 2.0-μm feature as the ethane concentration increases from
a-d. Secondly, it demonstrates how the laboratory spectra (blue) compare to the convolved Cassini
VIMS bandpasses (data points) of the same spectra (experiment 3). Black circles highlight channel
69 as it would be observed by Cassini in 2005.5 (orange) to 2017.8 (red). This channel is used
during the band depth calculation as the top of the continuum. Notice how the channel moves into
the absorbance feature as the ethane abundance increases, as well as over the course of the Cassini
mission.
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Figure 5. The relative ethane band depth for the experiments compared to the ethane concentration
and ethane pathlength (not corrected for bubble formation). (a) Shows a moving average in 5 mol%
bins of all four experiments as observed in 2005.5. (b) Shows a moving average in 0.25 cm bins
of all four experiments as observed in 2005.5. The presented error is the standard deviation of the
experimental relative ethane band depths from the experimental average band depth.
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Figure 6. Nitrogen bubble formation during laboratory experiments. (a) Plan view of nitrogen
bubbles on the surface of a liquid methane-ethane mixture. (b) An example of how nitrogen
bubble formation increases the spectral percent reflectance, creating an increase in the relative
ethane band depth (experiment 1).
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3.1.2 How Bubble Formation Affects the Measurements of the 2.0-μm Band Depths
We observe nitrogen bubble formation events (Fig. 6a) in all four experiments, which
occurred during ethane addition at ~30 or 50 mol% ethane-alkane ratio. Our experiments fall into
the “bubble producing range” of >86 K ethane/methane experiments presented in Farnsworth et
a

al. (2019), which investigated nitrogen
bubble formation in the same facility.
Farnsworth et al. (2019), however, did not
investigate the effects of nitrogen bubble
formation on FTIR spectra.
We find that bubble formation
increases the percent reflectance of the 2.0µm region of the spectrum, which

0.06

band depth (after convolving to Cassini
VIMS

bandpasses)

(Fig.

6b).

In

experiments 1, 3, and 4 there is an increase
of 1.7, 1.7, and 1.4 times the original band

Relative Ethane Band Depth

significantly increases the relative ethane

Experimental Values (Before Bubbles)
Polynomial Best Fit
Experimental Values (After Bubbles)
Exponential Best Fit

b

0.05

0.04
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0.02

0.01

depth, respectively. Experiment 2 has an
0.00

even greater increase of 3.1 times the

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0
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Ethane Pathlength (cm)

original band depth. When examining the Figure 7. Illustrates the increase in band depth from
before to after bubbles have occurred. (a) Highlights
ethane pathlength as a function of relative the difference between each experiment, while (b)
highlights the polynomial and exponential trends
ethane band depth, we identify two separate before and after the bubble formation events,
respectively. Notice the events occur at a similar
trends: before and after bubble formation ethane abundance in experiments 1 and 4 and at a
higher ethane abundance for experiments 2 and 3.
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(Fig. 6b, 7). Before bubble formation, the experiments begin with a neatly correlated linear trend
from 0–0.15 cm (~20 mol% ethane-alkane ratio). Next, there is a transition zone between 0.15–
0.25 cm (~20–30 mol% ethane-alkane ratio), where the band depths peak at various amplitudes
(0.25–0.5 band depth). Then, bubbles occur for experiment 1 and 4 at ~0.6 cm (~30 mol% ethanealkane ratio), before decreasing in band depth at a similar rate. At this time, experiments 2 and 3
have not experienced bubble production and their band depths continue to decrease at a different
rate than 1 and 4. After their bubble event at ~1.25 cm (~50 mol% ethane-alkane ratio),
experiments 2 and 3 increase in band depth to join the rate of decrease in band depth of experiments
1 and 4. The trend continues until the band depths decreases to zero near 3 cm (75 mol% ethanealkane ratio). Since the band depth decreasing trends (bubble formation and non-bubble formation)
realign at 0.6 cm (~55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio) and continue to decrease at a consistent rate, our
detectable ethane concentration range is not influenced by the bubble formation events.

Figure 8. Cassini VIMS observation (C1764535163_1) from 2013 flyby T96. This
observation shows multiple north polar lakes (visually dark), which indicate strong absorption in
channel 70 (2.018 μm). Polygons highlight the averaged pixels used for the lake band depth
calculations (blue) and their corresponding shorelines for comparison (yellow). The darkest pixels
and lighter pixels were chosen for the lake and shoreline spectra, respectively. Numbers
correspond to the assigned lake number.
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3.2 Cassini VIMS observations
3.2.1 Detecting Ethane in Titan’s North Polar Lakes
By using the band depth calculation Eq. 2, Soderblom et al. (2020) detected significant
absorbance in the 2.0-μm window in various north polar lakes. This apparent change in band depth
was associated with the ethane absorption triplet and confirmed the presence of liquid ethane. We
used the same technique to investigate a cluster of lakes from a north polar Cassini VIMS
observation (Fig. 8). We averaged
multiple spectra from the center of
each lake to lessen liquid-shore
crosstalk. Lake 1 spectrum and its
corresponding shoreline spectrum
is presented in Fig. 9. Compared to
their

corresponding

shore

spectrum, the lake spectra shows a
decrease

in

I/F

values

(i.e.

absorption) in half of the Cassini
VIMS transmission windows, most
notably the 2.0-μm and 5.0-μm

Figure 9. Cassini VIMS spectrum resulting from an
average of multiple spectra within the target area of Lake
windows (Fig. 9a). The decrease in
1 (blue) and its corresponding shoreline (orange). The
I/F associated with channel 70 (2.018 spectra from this figure was obtained from the Cassini
VIMS north polar cube observation presented in Fig. 8. (a)
μm), is associated with the ethane Shows the entire Cassini VIMS spectrum with grey
rectangles highlighting the atmospheric transmission
windows. (b) Highlights the 2.0-μm window where the
absorption triplet feature (Fig. 9b).
ethane absorption feature is located. I is the observed
specific intensity and πF is the incident solar flux (brown
et al., 2008).
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We calculated the 2.0-μm band depth of the six north polar lakes and found their relative
ethane band depths to be -0.014, -0.010, -0.035, -0.014, -0.008, -0.063, respectively. Negative band
depths are expected in Titan lake observations, because of the effects of Titan’s atmosphere
(addressed by subtracting the band depth by 1 in Eq 2). Since less negative band depths correspond
to greater absorption (Soderblom et al., 2020) it is likely that, lake 5 has the highest ethane
abundance, followed by 2, 1, and 4. Lakes 3 and 6 have significantly lower band depths, suggesting
less ethane abundance, or possibly, a different geologic feature (e.g. not lakes). Alternatively, lake
size will influence the observed spectrum. Light collected from smaller bodies of liquid will have
a greater flux from the surrounding terrain compared to larger bodies of liquid. Since lakes 3 and
6 are smaller than the other lakes sampled in this study, the effect of multiple scattering in the
atmosphere may contribute to the observed increase in absorption compared to the larger lakes.
3.2.2 Wavelength Shift
The

Cassini

VIMS

instrument experienced a 4–10
nm shift in spectral response to
longer wavelengths over the
course of the Cassini mission
(2005.5–2017.8) (Clark et al.,
2018). This wavelength shift
dramatically

affects

the

apparent ethane band depths Figure 10. The relative ethane band depth for the experiments
compared to the ethane concentration. The figure shows a moving
and
the
detectable average in 5 mol% bins of all four experiments as observed in
2005.5. Illustrates the effects of the wavelength shift on the
compositions (Fig. 10). For amplitude of the relative ethane band depth. The presented error is
the standard deviation of the experimental relative ethane band
example, a 2.0-μm window depths from the experimental average band depth.
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band depth measured in 2005 would be measured ~20% weaker in 2008 and ~55% weaker in
2017.8 (Fig. 10). This occurs because channel 69, which is used to measure the continuum, shifts
down into the ethane absorption feature, causing an apparent decrease in abundance over time
(Fig. 4). Thus, ethane abundances may appear to decrease over time, when in fact they are
consistent. It might make sense to choose another channel (i.e. #68) as the top of the continuum
for later observations, however this calls for further investigation. When considering Titan’s liquid
bodies, however, the first Cassini VIMS observation of Titan’s lakes was of Ontario Lacus in 2007
(T38) (Brown et al., 2008). The northern lakes, however, were not observed until Titan’s north
polar region was illuminated in northern spring which occurred during Cassini’s extended
missions. Therefore, the baseline for ethane detection is later in the mission and will have a smaller
change in the relative ethane band depth (i.e. from 2007 to 2017.8). Nevertheless, it is important
to account the wavelength shift when comparing VIMS observations from different time periods
in the Cassini mission.
4. Discussion
4.1 Bubble Formation and the Increase in Relative Ethane Band Depth
When nitrogen bubbles form during all four experiments, we observed an increase in the
relative ethane band depth by 1.4–3.1 times the original band depth and identify two trends in band
depths (before and after bubble formation). We cannot detect changes in nitrogen via FTIR because
liquid nitrogen and nitrogen gas are relatively featureless across our spectral range of interest.
Methane interacts with both ethane and nitrogen, while ethane predominately interacts with
methane. Thus, after nitrogen exsolves from the mixture as bubbles and decreases in abundance,
methane has increased availability to interact with liquid ethane. Another, more likely possibility,
is bubbling thoroughly mixes the sample liquid. Moreover, the ethane concentration is higher in
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the bulk liquid after bubble formation than before, when considering nitrogen in the mixture. These
interactions could possibly enhance the FTIR detectability of ethane. However, our experimental
setup is not conducive for validating this hypothesis.
At 92 K, ethane and methane are miscible, therefore, the act of dripping ethane into liquid
methane from a few cm above, was assumed to sufficiently mix the liquid. If the surface tension
of ethane is sufficiently high, however, the methane-ethane-nitrogen liquid may indeed remain
stratified (since ethane is introduced second). It is also possible that ethane may sink to the bottom
of the sample dish due to its slightly higher density at 92 K (Steckloff et al., 2020). A bubble event,
then, could more thoroughly mix the liquid. If this is the case, the band depths calculated prior the
bubble formation event would represent a stratified liquid (either ethane-rich upper layer or lower
layer), while the band depths calculated following the bubble event would represent a well-mixed
liquid column. Since the band depths increased (meaning a higher ethane abundance) than it is
more likely that the ethane was originally near the bottom of the liquid column and bubbles brought
ethane closer to the surface.
4.2 Ethane Concentration in Titan’s Lakes and Seas
The 2.0-μm ethane absorption feature has been positively identified in various Titan lakes
and seas (Brown et al., 2008; Soderblom et al., 2020). Since this study and Soderblom et al. (2020)
successfully mapped Titan’s lakes with the band depth equation (Eq 2), Titan’s liquids must have
an ethane abundance between 5–75 mol% ethane-alkane ratio. This composition corelates with
RADAR estimates of ethane-alkane ratios of four liquid bodies on Titan (0–77 mol% ethanealkane ratio; [Mastrogiuseppe et al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b]). Titan’s atmosphere, however, will
restrict the detectable compositional range by Cassini VIMS by an unknown quantity (because of
reduction in SNR). Radiative Transfer modeling (RT) (i.e. Cornet et al., 2017) would be the
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appropriate first choice when mimicking the addition of Titan’s atmosphere. Presently, however,
we find the RT models are unable to reproduce the observed shape of the 2.0-μm window, and
thus are not suitable for this work. If future iterations of the RT models cannot reproduce the
correct location of the 2.0-μm window peak, the use of a specular reflection (Barnes et al., 2013)
as an empirical correction can be used to account for the opacity of Titan’s atmosphere.
Incorporating the effects of Titan’s atmosphere will further constrain the estimates provided by
Cassini RADAR and will ultimately provide constraint on the ethane abundance in all liquid bodies
observed by Cassini VIMS.

Table 3. Experimental Overview.
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5. Conclusions
We conducted a set of experiments that tracked the 2.0-μm ethane absorption triplet by
obtaining spectra at various ethane abundances in ethane-methane-nitrogen mixtures. This
absorption feature is of particular interest because it falls within one of Titan’s atmospheric
transmission windows (Brown et al., 2008; Soderblom et al., 2020). We find that by using the band
depth calculation described in Soderblom et al. (2020), Cassini VIMS has a detection limit of 5–
75 mol% ethane-alkane ratio without the influence of Titan’s atmosphere. Assuming the VIMS
observations are indicative of the bulk lake composition, these results agree with, and slightly
refine the compositional ranges derived from Cassini RADAR observations. Alternatively, if the
VIMS observations only detect the top few cm of the liquid, VIMS and RADAR observations
agreeing indicates Titan’s liquid bodies are well mixed. To further constrain the ethane abundance
in Titan’s surface liquids, future studies should incorporate the role of Titan’s atmosphere either
by RT modeling or by an empirical correction
Additionally, we find that bubble formation increases the relative ethane band depths by
~1.5–3x the original band depth values, indicating that well mixed liquids will have a greater
chance of detection by Cassini VIMS. Furthermore, we find that six north polar lakes show similar
band depth values to previous work investigating north polar lake observations (Soderblom et al.,
2020). We conclude that the six lakes sampled in this study have a percentage of liquid ethane.
Moreover, we find accurate implementation of the wavelength shift is important when
comparing observations over the course of the Cassini mission because band depths measured with
VIMS will be strongest at the beginning of the mission and become progressively weaker through
the mission, causing the relative ethane abundance to appear to change over time. Comparing band
depths from Cassini VIMS observations throughout the mission to further understand the effects
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of the wavelength shift on ethane detection would also be a compelling next step to this study.
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Dissertation Conclusions and Synthesis
This dissertation was motivated by two sets of Titan surface observations: the identification
of a surface brightening event and “Magic Islands”. After evidence of two rainstorms on Titan’s
surface (Turtle et al., 2009; Turtle et al., 2011), the darkened surface brightened in one mid-latitude
location well beyond its original albedo (as observed by Cassini VIMS and ISS) (Barnes et al.,
2013). In a similar timeframe, the brightened topography reverted to its original albedo (Barnes et
al., 2013). Similarly, bright features were observed by Cassini RADAR in two Titan seas, Ligeia
Mare and Kraken Mare (Hofgartner et al., 2014; 2016). These transient features appeared and
disappeared over the course of a few Cassini flybys, and were deemed, “Magic Islands”
(Hofgartner et al., 2014; 2016).
The observation of surface brightening events on Titan and the discovery of “Magic
Islands” in two Titan seas, spurred the scientific debate regarding the potential for hydrocarbon
ice on Titan’s surface and floating in the lakes. Methane and ethane, the most abundant
hydrocarbons in Titan liquids, individually have a freezing point within Titan surface temperatures
(~91 K), making them the prime applicants for such solids (Moran, 1959; Thompson, 2017). Two
experimental thesis studies, however, found that mixing methane and ethane significantly lowered
the freezing point of the mixture (Moran, 1959; Thompson, 2017), and other studies alluded that
atmospheric nitrogen may play a role in lowering the freezing point, as well (Malaska et al., 2017).
Since methane, ethane, and nitrogen were likely mixed on Titan’s surface, authors predicted that
surface ice may be induced by evaporative freezing (Barnes et al., 2013), while the “Magic Islands”
may instead be waves or nitrogen bubbles (Hofgartner et al., 2014; 2016; Cordier et al., 2017;
2018). Theoretical modeling suggested that nitrogen bubbles were thermodynamically plausible
at depth in Titan’s seas (Cordier et al., 2017; 2018). Without the proper experimental database,
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however, the origin of these transient Titan observations remained theoretical and a mystery.
The fundamental outstanding science questions necessary to understand the observations
include: What role does atmospheric nitrogen play on liquid hydrocarbons on Titan’s surface? Can
methane-ethane mixtures freeze on Titan with dissolved atmospheric nitrogen? Can nitrogen
bubbles form under Titan surface conditions? What is the ethane component in Titan’s liquids?
This dissertation answers many of these outstanding questions and gets us closer to identifying the
brightening observations on Titan’s surface, and understanding the physical and thermodynamic
processes occurring in Titan’s surface liquids.
Our laboratory facility is ideal for the experiments conducted in this study. It incorporates
Titan’s 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere and surface temperature (89–94 K). We conduct experiments
in the temperature range outside of Titan surface temperatures (84–100 K) to include past/future
climate scenarios. Our chamber design promotes atmosphere dominated kinetics (large
atmospheric volume compared to a smaller liquid volume), compared to other facilities that have
liquid dominated kinetics (small atmospheric volume compared to a larger liquid volume)
(Malaska et al., 2017; Thompson, 2017). Our setup allows the liquid to exchange between a larger
atmosphere, similar to how liquid-atmosphere interactions would proceed on Titan. Additionally,
the chamber measures kinetics using a balance, allowing us to measure mass change over time
directly, instead of through calculation. Finally, the use of FTIR in situ a Titan-like environment,
produces more accurate spectra and allows us to compare our experimental spectra with Cassini
VIMS observations.
To understand if hydrocarbon ice or bubble formation is possible on Titan’s surface, we
first need to understand the quantity of nitrogen capable of dissolving into the liquid hydrocarbons
and if Titan’s liquids will be saturated in nitrogen. We begin the experimental endeavor by
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measuring the dissolved nitrogen component, evaporation rates, and nitrogen diffusion
coefficients, in methane-ethane mixtures as a function of composition and temperature (Chapter
1). We find that the nitrogen concentration increases exponentially with increasing methane
composition and cooler temperatures and will possess upwards of 20 mol% in 100% methane at
Titan temperatures, indicating that nitrogen will play a significant role in Titan liquid dynamics,
such as density changes and bubble formation. For example, small perturbations in temperature
and/or concentration will cause significant nitrogen exsolution and changes in density.
Additionally, nitrogen dissolution proceeds very slowly (D = 10 -9 kg·m-3·s-1) and thus, Titan’s
liquid bodies will not be saturated unless the liquid becomes saturated during rainfall, transport to
the lake, or with the presence of liquid circulation. If the liquid arrives at the lakes unsaturated, we
find that after one Titan season, a typical Titan lake will have only the top few microns of the
liquid 100% saturated and the top <2 m will be 50% saturated. Nitrogen increases the density of
methane, causing the liquid column to be out of equilibrium. This may cause nitrogen induced
circulation and quick equilibration could induce nitrogen bubble formation within the liquid
column.
Now that we know dissolved atmospheric nitrogen has an affinity for methane and is likely
a large percentage of Titan’s liquids (< 20 mol%), we can conclude that dissolved nitrogen will
likely play a large role in Titan lake dynamics. Thus, the next question is, after the atmospheric
nitrogen has dissolved, how sensitive is the mixture to exsolution? Is nitrogen exsolution in the
form of bubbles possible under Titan conditions? To answer these questions, we conducted the
first experimental study aimed at producing bubbles in a Titan environment (Chapter 2). These
experiments were designed to oversaturate the methane-ethane liquid mixture samples with
dissolved nitrogen, intentionally and systematically. We find bubbles are produced upon
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temperature increase in experiments where the target temperature (coldest recorded temperature)
was below 86 K. The second set of experiments are conducted at warmer temperatures (>86 K)
and systematically increased the ethane composition in intervals of a few mol%. These
experiments produced bubble explosions in compositions of 60–95 mol% methane-alkane ratio
and sparse bubble production from 40–60 mol% methane-alkane ratio. Bubbles were only
produced when ethane was introduced to methane, and not vice versa. These bubble formation
events dropped the temperature by a few degrees and the mass by up to 50 weight%. One
experiment even launched the thermocouple out of the sample dish! Interestingly, bubbles were
not produced in any circumstances with 100% methane. We conclude that ethane must be present
to sufficiently supersaturate the liquid methane in nitrogen for bubbles to form, and additionally,
temperature and concentration perturbations are necessary for bubble production. Given the liquid
body compositions estimated by RADAR, we found that Ligeia Mare (where a Magic Island was
observed) and Ontario Lacus fell within bubble producing range, while Baffin Sinus and Punga
Mare were too methane-rich to produce bubbles. Thus, it is possible that “Magic Islands” were
indeed nitrogen bubbles within the liquid column.
Even though we conclude that “Magic Islands” could be bubbles, we cannot rule out the
freezing of liquid hydrocarbons. Thus, the next question to answer is, can methane-ethane-nitrogen
liquids freeze on Titan’s surface or in the lakes? To answer this question, we conducted the first
study that produces the ethane-rich side of the methane-ethane liquidous curve in equilibrium with
a 1.5-bar nitrogen atmosphere (Chapter 3). This study does not produce the methane-ethanenitrogen liquidous curve (for nitrogen would be forced into the mixture by increased pressure),
rather the liquid mixture here dissolves the necessary nitrogen quantity within Titan’s temperature
range (~92 K) before freezing the liquid. We find that nitrogen does not affect the freezing point
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of ethane (~91 K), however, we are unable to freeze methane-rich compositions (<48 mol%
ethane-alkane ratio) above 84 K. Interestingly, we find that nitrogen increases the freezing point
of ethane-rich liquids and observe a peritectic point that indicates a new type of ice formation. By
increasing the freezing point, the peritectic reaction allows a secondary methane-ethane
composition to potentially freeze on Titan’s surface (~55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio). Thus,
methane-ethane mixtures ~73–100 mol% ethane-alkane ratio will precipitate out ethane ice on
Titan’s surface, while ~55 mol% ethane-alkane ratio would precipitate out the peritectic ice. This
study concludes that a higher methane concentration can freeze on Titan’s surface than previously
predicted within the Titan community. This indicates that the observed surface brightening
following rainfall events, could indeed be ethane ice or peritectic ice within this compositional
range. Titan’s seas, however, are likely too methane-rich for “Magic Islands” to be floating or
suspended hydrocarbon ice.
To fully understand the surface processes contributing to the surface and liquid brightening
observations and to predict their occurrence in the future, we must know the composition of Titan’s
surface liquids. Thus far, our experiments have included a large range of methane-ethane liquid
sample compositions because the concentration of Titan’s lakes and seas are only lightly
constrained. The compositional range of four liquid bodies on Titan have been constrained by
Cassini RADAR: Ligeia Mare, Ontario Lacus, Baffin Sinus, and Punga Mare (Mastrogiuseppe et
al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b). These bodies have large compositional ranges and have significantly
different best fit values (88, 63, 100, 100 methane-alkane ratio, respectively) (Mastrogiuseppe et
al., 2016; 2018a; 2018b). Therefore, it is very likely that many of Titan’s lakes and seas differ in
composition. Altimetry mode measurements, in which Cassini RADAR ratios are derived, are
relatively scarce. Alternatively, there are various Cassini VIMS measurements of Titan’s liquids.
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Even though two studies have detected ethane in multiple Titan lakes and seas using Cassini VIMS
(Ontario Lacus and the north polar lakes through absorption in the 2.0-µm transmission window;
[Brown et al., 2008; Soderblom et al., 2020]), these studies revealed a relative ethane abundance,
not an ethane quantity. Without the appropriate experimental database and radiative transfer
modeling, interpreting Cassini VIMS surface spectra through Titan’s methane-rich atmosphere is
extremely difficult.
To further constrain Titan’s liquid compositions, we couple laboratory FTIR spectra and
Cassini VIMS observations (Chapter 4). This experimental effort consisted of multiple
experiments where the methane weight was held constant while the ethane weight was
systematically increased by intervals of 1–45 g (corresponding to a few mol%), and a FTIR
spectrum was obtained at each composition. We then convolved the laboratory spectra to Cassini
VIMS bandpasses to view the spectra under Cassini VIMS resolution. Next, we calculated the 2.0
µm band depth, which has been attributed to the presence of ethane (Brown et al., 2008) and was
used in a previous study to successfully map the north polar lakes (Soderblom et al., 2020). By
using the method described in Soderblom et al., (2020), we find that the methane-ethane-nitrogen
spectrum is sensitive to compositions of 5–75 mol% ethane-alkane ratio, without the effects of
Titan’s atmosphere. Interestingly, this is nearly the same liquid compositional range reported by
Cassini RADAR (0 – 77 mol% ethane-alkane ratio). Additional studies should implement a
radiative transfer model (i.e. Cornet et al., 2017), to mimic the addition of Titan’s atmosphere on
the laboratory spectra. This will further constrain the ethane abundance in Titan’s surface liquids.
Additionally, when bubbles formed during experiments, we found an increase in relative
ethane band depth likely due to the bubbles additionally mixing the liquid sample and/or further
interactions between methane and ethane molecules in the liquid. Lastly, we find implementation
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of the Cassini VIMS wavelength shift (Clark et al., 2018) to be important when comparing
observations throughout the Cassini mission. The wavelength shift will cause the relative ethane
band depth to appear to decrease over time, when in fact it may be constant.
Understanding the role of dissolved nitrogen and the composition of Titan’s lakes is
important for understanding various physical and thermodynamic processes in Titan’s lakes and
seas. Variations in methane-ethane composition will change the dissolved nitrogen component in
Titan’s liquids, altering the density of methane. If methane is saturated in nitrogen, it will be denser
than ethane, causing nitrogen induced lake circulation and out of equilibrium liquid layers within
Titan’s lakes and seas (Steckloff et al., 2020). For example, if methane-nitrogen-rich rain runoff
interacted with a more ethane-rich liquid body, the rain runoff may sink down into the liquid
column and travel further from shore before equilibration occurs (i.e. bubble formation). Density
changes due to local temperature and concentration variation (on the surface from weather, or a
local hot spot or the presence of a spring), may cause Titan’s lakes to be dynamic and have events
such as lake overturn and bubble formation. These bubbles may aid or inhibit the formation of
geologic features, such as the shape of the lakes or deltas. A recent study implied that an explosion
may have created the rounded shape of Titan’s lakes (Mitri et al., 2019). Considering the energy
released during the bubble events in this study, a subsurface nitrogen equilibrium event could
potentially cause such an incident. Alternatively, Titan’s lakes could have been dynamic in the
past, but over time the lakes would settle in methane-ethane-nitrogen equilibrium; density induced
lake circulation and subsequent bubble formation may thoroughly mix and stabilize the lakes in
present day.
If Titan were cooler in its past/future (even by only a few Kelvin), the dissolved nitrogen
in liquid methane would cause a larger density variation between liquid methane-nitrogen and
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ethane. Coupled with methane evaporation from the liquid surface layer, this would cause a
stratification in Titan’s lakes with a methane-nitrogen-rich lower layer and ethane-rich upper layer.
This layering effect would eventually inhibit the evaporation of methane and cause an ethane-rich
“cap” on the surface. If the temperature cooled an additional few Kelvin, the surface ethane-rich
layer may freeze forming an ethane ice cap. Either scenario would preserve liquid methane on
Titan’s surface and may partially explain the abundance of methane on Titan’s surface today.
By incorporating the RT modeling with our laboratory spectra (Chapter 4), we can discern
if there is an ethane-rich surface layer present in Titan’s lakes and seas today, or if the liquid is
fully mixed. A previous study suggests that Cassini VIMS samples the top few cm of the liquid
surface, while RADAR samples the bulk liquid. If the liquid column is well mixed, we expect to
find an agreement with Cassini VIMS and RADAR compositional measurements. Alternatively,
if Cassini VIMS reports an increase in ethane abundance at the liquid surface, then the liquid is
not well mixed (e.g. methane evaporates leaving an ethane-rich surface layer behind).
To further our understanding of the physical processes occurring in Titan’s liquid
hydrocarbons, future experimental and modeling work should aim to measure a variety of liquid
hydrocarbon processes. Future experimental studies should measure the density and viscosity of
liquid methane-ethane as a function of temperature and concentration, along with molecular
dynamics modeling studies, to further our understanding of Titan lake dynamics. Since we find
that Titan’s lakes and seas will not be saturated with nitrogen based on nitrogen dissolution alone,
modeling studies should aim at understanding the nitrogen dissolution process during Titan rainfall
and rain runoff. Experimental studies should also track the bubble exsolution metastable zone, to
more accurately predict when bubbles will form in Titan’s lakes. Additionally, experimental
studies aimed at understanding bubble formation at depth in Titan’s lakes (higher pressure and
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temperature, as well as in a larger liquid column) would also be beneficial. Modeling studies
should aim to understand how bubbles may aid in the formation of geologic features, such as the
shape of the lakes or deltas. Moreover, an experimental investigation should implement a Raman
spectrometer (similar manor as the identification of co-crystals) to explore the new phase of
methane-ethane-nitrogen found at the peritectic in Chapter 3. Exploring the methane-rich side of
the methane-ethane-nitrogen liquidous curve would provide insight into the behavior of methanenitrogen liquids in Titan’s past/future climates, or on other planetary bodies. It is possible to have
other, presently unknown, methane-rich peritectic reactions, that may form on Titan’s surface.
Furthermore, experimental and modeling studies should investigate the evaporative cooling
process to further compare to the surface brightening observations. Lastly, radiative transfer
modeling should be implemented along side the experimental spectra obtained in this study to
further constrain the ethane abundance in Titan’s surface liquids. With the proper correction for
Titan’s atmosphere, it is possible to constrain all of Titan’s lake compositions that were observed
by Cassini VIMS.
Our results highlight the importance of nitrogen in Titan’s hydrologic cycle, and provide
inputs for Titan lake and atmospheric circulation models and hydrocarbon fluid dynamics and
molecular dynamics models. Our work contributes to understanding the dynamics of dissolved
atmospheric nitrogen within Titan surface liquids and further constrains the ethane composition in
Titan’s lakes and seas, which is crucial for future missions that aim to explore Titan’s liquid
hydrocarbons. We believe these impactful results will be of significant interest and highly cited
within the Titan community.
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